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Illustre Professore,

nel pubblicare e diffon-
dere il bando dei Corsi di Fisica che si ter
ranno a Varenna nella prossima estate, deside

ro portgere a Lei, che cosl cortesemente ha
voluto accettare 1l'invito di tenere un ciclo

di lezioni,ilpidvivo ringraziamento mio e
jel Consiglio di Societd.,

Sono lieto di poterla incontrare a Va=-

renna e intanto le porgo i saluti pil cordia

1i,

I1 Presidente
della Societa

(G, Polvani)



ITALIAN PHYSICAL SOCIETY

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF PHYSICS
SUMMER COURSES 1958

VARTNNA SOL LAGS DI COMO
This year, 1958, thanks to contributions from the Ministry of Education, the National Research Council, the National Committee of Nuclear Research, the Ford F oundation, New York,

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass. (U.S.A.), the Universities of Milan and Naples, and Authorities, Companies and private individuals of the Province of Como;
the following Summer Courses will be held at Varenna in the Villa Monastero, the use of which has been kindly granted bv the Ente Villa Monastero.

1st COURSE 1958 2nd COURSE 1958 3rd COURSE 1958 4th COURSE 1958
(VT since the beginning of the School) | (VII since the beginning of the School) | (VIII since the beginning of the thot (IX since the beginning of the School)

23rd June - 5th July 7th July -19th July 21st July - 9th August 18th August - 30th August
— _—

v Maitle ©.

2) Subjects treated . . .

3) Official lecturers . . .

it) Organizer and Director
af the course . . .

5) Director’s address . .

6) Duration of the course .

7) Opening of the course .

8) Closing of the course .

9) Number of students . .

10) Total fee to be paid by
students to the manage-
ment of the school for
attendance, hotel acco-
modation and full board

Physies of plasma
and astrophysical applications.

Information theory Mathematical Problems | Physies of Pious
of Quantum Theory |

of Particles and Fields.

Theory of random processes; | Functional analysis;
Statistical detection; . Group theory and other formalisms,
Statistical filtering and prediction; | Characterization and general proper
Digital transducers; ties of particles;
[nformation measures and channel | Evolution equation in quantum theory

capacity; of fields and methods of resolution.'
Neurophysiology and experimental

psychology;
Speech communication and linguis

Hea

General theory of the plasma;
Experimental study of the plasma;
Plasma in astrophysics.

Pion production;
Scattering experiments;
\leson in the frame of « strange » par-

ticles; decaying of r-meson and
non-conservation of parity;

vispersion theory and information on
the structure of the nucleon;

roduction of strange particles in a
pion beam

L. Biermann, Max - Planck - Institu

fiir Physik - Gottingen (Germany
I. C. Cowring, Leeds University

Leeds (Great Britain)
R. JALLET, National Bureau of Stan

dards - Washington D.C. (U.S.A.

A. Girarpini, Laboratori Sindel
Rome (Italy) :

B. Lenuxerr, Tekniska Hogskolan
Stockholm (Sweden) oo

H. C. van pe Hust, Universitei
. Leiden - Leyden (Netherlands)

P. C. TuoNEMANN, Atomic Energy Re
search Establishment - Harwell

Berks. (Great Britain)

R. M. Fano, Massachusetts Institute ER. Caianiervo, Universita di Na- | J
of Technology - Cambridge, Mass. poli - Naples (Italy)
(U.S.A) | Dyson, Institute for Advanced

). Gasor, Imperial College of Science Study - Princeton, New Jersey | G
and Technology - London (Great (US.A)
Britain) wu. J. GXrpiNg, Universitetet Lund -

W. Lege, Massachusetts Institute Lund (Sweden) J
of Technology - Cambridge, Mass. = R. Haag, Princeton University - Prin-

(U.S.A) ceton, New Jersey (U.S.A) NM
3. ManpeLBroT, Université de Lille - | W. HeisenBerg, Max-Planck-Institut

Lille (France) fiir Physik - Géttingen (Germany)
V. A. RosexpritH, Massachusetts In- [| G KArrLEx, Kébenhavns Universitet -

stitute of Technology - Cambridge, | - Kopenhagen (Denmark)
Mass. (U.S.A) T. aro, Tokyo University - Tokyc
Wiener, Massachusetts Institute Japan)
of Technology - Cambridge, Mass. | H [Lgrmann, Universitit Hamburg
(U.S.A) Hamburg (Germany)

W. Paull, Eidgenossische Technische
Hochchule - Zurich (Switzerland

v8. WicarMmAN, Princeton Univer
sity - Princeton, New Jersey
17.8.A)

AsHKIN, Carnegie Institute of
Fechnology - Pittsburgh, Pennsyl-
rania (U.S.A.)
BERNARDINI, Centre Européen des
Recherches Nucléaires - Gencve

(Switzerland)
M. Cassers, University of Liver-
J00l - Liverpool (Great Britain)
Cini, Universita di Roma - Rome

Italy)
Purpi, Universita di Bologna -
sologna (Italy)
E. THirrING, Universitit Bern -
Bern (Switzerland)

’rof. GueLieLMo RieHiNI, Director
of the Astrophysical Observatory
of Arcetri (Florence)

&gt;vof. Epvarno R. CaiaNieLLo, Profes
sor of Theoretical Physics at the
University Naples

crof. ANToNINO BorseLrLiNo, Profes-
sor of Theoretical Physics at the
University Genoa

Prof. Bruno TouscHEK, at the De-
partment of Physies of the Uni-
versity Rome

Prof. GueLiELM0 RIGHINI

Osservatorio Astrofisico

ARCETRI (Firenze)
(Ttalia)

Prof. Epuarpo R. CAIANIELLO

Istituto di Fisica Teorica
Via A. Tari, 3

NAPOLI
(Italia)

Prof. ANTONINO BORSELLINO

Istituto di Fisica Teorica
Via Benedetto XV, 5

GENOVA
Ttalia)

Prof. Bruno ToUScHEK

Istituto di Fisica dell’Universita
Yiazzale delle Scienze, 5

ROMA
(Italia)

13 days.

Monday, 23 rd June, 9,30 a. m.

saturday, 5th July in the afternoon.

13 days.

Monday, 7th July, 9,30 a. m.

Saturdav. 19th July in the afternoon

20 days.

Monday, 21st July, 9,30 a. m.

Saturday, 9th August in the afternoon

40.

13 days.

Monday, 18th August, 9,30 a. m.

saturday, 30 August in the afternoon.

10.in 10)

L. 25.000, if the student has single | L. 25.000, if the student has single
room accomodation; room accomodation;

L. 20.000, if the student shares room| I. 20.000, if the student shares room
accomodation with other accomodation with other
students or with members students or with members
of his family. of his family

(. 38.000, if the student has single | L. 25.000, if the student has single
room accomodation; room accomodation;

[.. 30.000, if the student shares room| L. 20.000, if the student shares room
accomodation with other accomodation with other
students or with members students or with members
of his famil~ of his familv.

GENERAL INFORMATION
A) - In addition to the Courses which are listed above seminars on questions related to the basic subjects of the different courses will be held by visiting scientists.

B) - The lectures, seminars, conferences and discussions will be held generally in English or French.

C) - The organization and direction of the Courses is entrusted to the Directors.

DV) - Those wishing to attend a course should send not later than 28 days before the beginning of the course (i. e. resp., before May 25th, June 8th, June 22nd, July 20th) an application
io the Director of the Course, furnishing the following information, which should be set out clearly and legibly: 1) Christian name and surname; 2) Date and place of birth;
3) Present address; 4) Degrees and other qualifications obtained, with name of university in each case; 5) Present professional activity; 6) List of publications in Physics (and for the
st Course 1958 also in Astrophysics); 7) Standard of knowledge of English and French - written and spoken; 8) Whether intending to stay at Varenna unaccompanied or with members

of family and, in the former case, whether willing to share a room with other students. - The applicant should send, together with his application, a note of reference from a University
rrofessor of Physics, or in case of the first course of 1958, from a umwversity professor of Astronomy, and in case of the second course of 1958. from a university professor. expert in
nformation theory, testifying the applicant's interest and preparation for the activities of the School.

tach application will be considered by the President of the Italian Physical Society and by the Director of the School on the basis of the information submitted, with regard also to a fair
listribution of the places available among students of various nations. The decisions on the admittance to the School will be made known to the applicants within 7 days of the expiring of
he date fixed for the sending of applications (i. e. resp., June Ist, June 15th, June 29th, July 27th).

students will oblige in arriving at Varenna in the afternoon of the day preceding the opening of the Course (i. e. resp., in the afternoon of June 22nd, July 6th, July 20th, August 17th)
ind calling at the Hotel Victoria (Piazza del Municipio di Varenna) for lodgings, and receive information and papers concerning the Course.

Accomodation for the students will be provided in rooms with 1 or 2 beds either in the guest quarters of the Villa Monastero or in hotels at Varenna near the Villa. Meals will be had
at the Villa itself or at a hotel in Varenna.

1) - Fees as per 10) should be paid not later than 5 days after the beginning of the course (i.e. before 28th June, 12th Juli, 26th July, 23rd August respectively) to the management of the
School, at Varenna, mn Italian currency. A very limited number of scholarships may be granted to students whose economic conditions might otherwise prevent them from attending the
School.

The School will do everything possible to find suitable accomodation in local hotels for members of families accompanying the students. It should be noted, however, that, in view of the
holiday season, local possibilities are limited. Members of student's families may avail themselves of the catering arrangements being organized for the School. All expenditure involved
in the hotel accomodation, board etc. for student's relatives will be payable separately. These expenses, covering full service similar to that enjoyed by the student, will be about 3500 Lire
per person per day and are to be settled directly with the hotel management.

[) - For further information regarding the School, applicants should write to the Director of theCourse.

Milano, 31% March 1958

HE SECRETARY OF THE SOCIETY THE PRESIDENT OF THE SOCIETY THE DIRECTORS OF THE SUMMER COURSES

G. C. DaLLA Nock G. PoLvani G. RiGgHINI, E. R. CalaNIELLO, A. BorsELLINO, B. ToUSCHEK

IP COMPOSITORI - BOLOGNA



April 14, 1958

ir. Charles F, Phillipe, President
Bategs College,
Lewiston, Maine

Dear Mr. Phillips:

I am very appreciative of your invitation to the
Convocation at Bates to receive a citation, and of the good
will'in which it 1s meant. However, I find 1t necessary to
protect my engagemente for the future for the scientific
work I can do effectively, and not to dissipate them in any
sort of public appearance, These public appearances have
been and are a great straln for me, and cut seriously into
my energles for further work.

You will appreciate the fact that in a policy of
this sort it 1s necessary to be positive and definite, as
every acceptance of an invitation makes it more difficult to
refuse others of the same sort, There therefore must be
some stage at which I have the courage of my convictions and
refuse all further invitations, This staze has come now, and
after I have cleared my docket of those invitations to which
I am already to some degree committed,., TI shall accept no others,
I hope you will understand my positica.

Sincerely yours,

Norbert Wiener

Nd: AD
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April 15, 1958

Dear Dr. Yiener:

The meeting with Weyne State student
leaders has been arranged for Wednesday
evening in the University Room of the
Student Center at 5050 Cass Avenue,
Dinner will be served at 6 p.m. to be
followed by an informal discussion on
"Student Responsibility.

If you can attend this mesting I will
come for you and ™. Riesman no later
than 5:45 p.m. tomorrow evening, If
vou desire to contact me phone the
Student-Faculty Council office, TE.
1-0100 Ext. 36, and leave a message.

Sincerely yours,
NN. 0: CEG| 17 ;

fa $ ; ~ J pr ?

Donald Peteet



INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION

590 MADISON AVENUE

NEW YORK 22, N.X.

OFFICE OF

THE DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH

April 15, 19568

Professor Norbert Weiner

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Weiner:

International Business Machines Corporation has recently completed
the construction of new facilities for Research, Manufacturing and Education at
San Jose, California. In connection with the dedication of the Research Labora-
tory it has been decided to hold a conference on the topic, "Communication of
Scientific Information", all day May 26, and the morning of May 27. Attached is
a program of this seminar. The seminar will include invited papers covering
the categories of the definition of the communications problem, present state of
the art for the development of suitable devices, and topics of general information
theory.

I am very pleased to extend to you an invitation to attend this seminar.
We are making provision for our guests to lodge at Ricky's Motel the evenings
of May 2b and 26. At the conclusion of the seminar at noon May 27, you are also
invited to attend the dedication ceremonies of our new facilities, if you so choose.

In order that we may adequately plan for your comfort, will you please
advise us if it will be possible for you to attend, at approximately what time you
will arrive at Ricky's, and whether you care to stay for the plant dedication which
follows this scientific seminar.

Sincerely,

ERP:cs
Attachment

a
I [fog |

BE. R. Piore

=  on=d
Ldral 5



CONFERENCE ON COMMUNICATION OF SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION

TENTATIVE PROGRAM

Monday a.m.

Monday p.m.

Tuesday a.m.

Speakers

J. B. Wiesner

£. de Grolier
1. J. Good

C.E. Shannon

£.E. David
M. M. Astrahan

H.P. Luhn

A. Newell

N. Rochester

P. Elias

Subjects

Communication of Scientific Information
in a University Environment

Problems in Scientific Communication
How Much Science Can You Have at Your

Finger Tips?

Communication Channels Serving Multiple
Inputs and Outputs

Recognition by Machines of Human Speech
The Role of Large Memories in Scientific

Communication
A Business Intelligence System

Chess as a Problem of Communication of
Instruction

Communication with Theorem Proving
Machines

Computation in the Presence of Noise



HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY

HILIP SOLOMON, M. D.
Asst. Clinical Professor of Psychiatry

Physician-in-Chief
Bgychiatry Service

30STON CITY HOSPITAL

Please reply to
57 Chatham Street

Brookline 46, Mass.

Telephone BE 2-3435

April 15, 1958

Prof. Norbert Wiener,
Massachsetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge 39, Mass.

Dear Prof. Wiener,

Plans for the Symposium on Sensory Deprivation
in Boston, June 20 and 21 continue to take shape in agreeable
tashion. No major changes from the Revised Provisional
Program which was sent to you in January are contemplated.
You will receive the final program earlv in June.

In order to orient you regarding the 9 formal papers
~vhich will be presented, descriptive abstracts have been
prepared by the authors and copies are enclosed herewith
(t should be noted that the authors are at liberty to make
~hanges at will before the Svmposium takes place.

We look forward to having you and Mrs. Wiener
at the Dinner and Pops Concert and hope you will be able to
attend the Reception Thursday evening as well.

Very truly vours,

WY. Lo). A Ji ea

Philip S6lomon, M. 13.

Symposium Planning Committee
Philip Kubzansky, Ph.D.
P. Herbert Leiderman, M. D.
Jack Mendelson, M.D.
Donald Wexler, M.D.
Philip Solomon, M.D., Chairman.

2S, il
&lt;ncl.



Cognitive and Physiological Effects of Perceptual Isolation

W. Heron, McGill University

The exveriments were carried out on sixty male subjects, all of whom
had at least two years of college education. The subjects were kept lying down
in a lighted, semi-soundproof cubicle. They wore diffuse goggles which
prevented pattern vision and cardboard cuffs over their hands and forearms
which limited tactual perception to some extent. Auditory perception was limited
somewhat by the masking noise of an air conditioning system, The experimental
situation has been described in more detail elsewhere (Bexton, Heron and Scott,

Canad. J. Fsychol., 1954, 8, 70-76).
Under these experimental conditions, the following efiects were

observed:
(a) There seemed to be some decline in intellecival functioning. The

subject's performance was poorer on certain tests given while the subject was
in isolation and on other tests given immediately after Le had emerged from
the cubicle,

(b) There ‘vas some visual dysfunction after isolation. After an initial

period, in which the environment appeared to be in constant motion, there was
a period in which the region around the fixation point seemed to be moving.
[n addition, strziglt lines appeared curvzd, ard there were disturbances in the
apparent front#-pacallel plane, Tests of size constency showed that the
experimental subjects were abnormal in this respect.

In addition, during isolation almost all subjects reported vivid

hallucinatory activity,
(c) EEG recerde showed that there was sce slowing of the waves in

the alpha band during the isolation p:riod, ard a tendency for delta waves to
appear. These effects persisted for at leart 2 hours af:er isniation.

An attempt is made to discuss the neurological basis of the effects.



Individual Differences in Reaction to Experimental Interference
eanVSAims~~=©“=~state© = STS

with Reality Contact

Leo Goldberger and Robert R. Holt
New York University, Research Center for Mental Health

According to the psychoanalytic theory of primary and secondary
processes, logical, reality-oriented cognition (i.e., secondary process) is
genetically dependent upon perceptual contact with the structure of reality
{ "reality contact" ). Following the formulation of Gill and Rapaport the
theoretical questions may be asked: To what extent does the adult develop a
secondary autonomy from the environment? If a persoa's perceptual channels
are interfered with, does a regression to the primary process occur? If so,
how soon, to what extent and in what type of ego structure?

Our Ss were 14 male college students who took part in a program of
research involving extensive personality assessment, A few weeks prior to
isolation each subject was given a Rorschach test (scored for presence of
primary process and its handling) and several tests of secondary process
functions (e.g., logical reasoning, memory, attention span, and other
intelligence tests ), the latter battery being readministered, with an alternate
form, at the termination of isolation, Each subject was removed from normal
reality contact by procedures similar to those used in the McGill experiments,
except that our subjects had halved ping-pong balis glued over their eyes
(making their field of vision homogeneous) and had constant white noise fed
into their ears, Subjects were instructed to lie as motionless as possible

and to describe their thoughts and feelings any time they wished. They were
told that the experiment would last all day {8 hours), and that they could
terminate it on request, The protocols of each subject's isolation behavior,
verbalization and post-isolation interview were rated by two independent
judges on a number of dependent variables {e.g., pleasant affect, unpleasant
affect, primary process thinking, preoccupation with the idea of quitting,
impaired secondary process thinking). Each of these variables was
correlated with various personality measures.

Among the findings to be presented, the following may be singled out:
(1) The relatively short period of 8 hours was effective in producing most
of the phenomena reported in the isolation literature; (2) Interferences
with normal reality contact was on the whole perceived as stressful;
(3) Subjects were not consistently impaired on intelligence test functions--
they might show impairment in one and improvement in another, depending
upon the particular function involved and the complexity of the particular task;
(4) Significant correlations were found between a Rorschach index of mature
handling of primary process and several isolation effects.



Theoretical considerations

 4

LLawrence S, Kubie, M.D.

(1} My working hypothesis is that in human psychology conscious symbolic
processes constitute a relatively slow and weighted sample of the swift,
continuous stream of preconscious processing which is the core of all human
mentation, and that unconssious symbolic processes are pathclogical deviants
from the conscious sampling. This places preconscious functions at the heart
of all afferent, integrative and efferent activity: and the first and most basic
question to ask about sensory deprivation is what its effect is upon this central
stream of preconscious activity.

(2) The repression of the central symbolic representation of perceptual
processes is often confused with sensory deprivation, Therefore, in considering
the conceptual and experimental approach to this problem, it will be important
to be clear at all times about the difference between on the one hand the cut-off

of afferent inflow (especially to the stream of preconscious processing) and on
the other the repression of its partial symbolic sampling in conscious and
unconscious processes.

(3) Essential ingredients in human psychology are the mental recording of
daily experience, its enduring storage, its accessibility to recall, its
integration with appropriate autonomic and emotional reverberations, and its
reproduction in memory and fantasy to guide us in the avoidance of future
difficulties and in the antici»ation and pursuit of future goals. Together these
represent an algebraic summation of the concurrent influence of conscious,
preconscious and unconscious processes. Therefore, for the exploration of
the dynamics of normal and pathological functions it is essential to develop
methods which can determine their respective roles with some degree of

precision,

(4) For the purpose of this symposium the influence of sensory deprivation
on conscious, preconscious and unconzcious processes, and on their interplay
will be considered as this is manifested normally in all processes of attention,
in learning, in states of hypnagogic reverie and in the approach to sleep, The
influence of sensory deprivation will also be considered in relation to the
induction of the hypnutic state, in analytic sessions, and in various other
experimental and clinical maneuvers,



The Effect of Human Isolation Upon Some Perceptual and Motor Skills

NY?

Jack A. Vernon, Ph,D., Thomas E. McGill, M.A,,
Walter L. Gulick, Ph.D. and Douglas K, Candland, B,A.

Princeton, University.

The present paper defines the conditions of sensory deprivation,
the nature and procedure of tests, and the effects of sensory deprivation
upon: l. rotary pursuit ability, 2. color perception, 3. motor coordination,
4. mirror tracing, 5. depth perception, 6. body weight, 7. strength of grip,
8. galvanic skin resistance, and 9. delayed auditory feed-back. Sensory
deprivation was seen to have a significant. influence upon all of these tests

except depth perception, strength of grip, and delayed auditory feed-back.



Physiological Aspects of Sensory Deprivation

Mendelson, J., Leiderman, P.H., Kubzansky, P.,
Wexler, D. and Solomon, P.

Boston, Mass.

Study of the physiological responses to sensory

jeprivation may help to clarify some of the behavioral phenomena

observed. This paper will report an investigation into several

physiological measures for subjects in a tank ~-type respirator,

Included will be: sleep-wakefulness patterns as monitored by

EEG recordings, cardiac rate, and catechol amine excretion.

These will be related to overt behavioral measures as well as

to selected psychological variables for both group and individual

data.



Are there common factors in sensory deprivation,

sensorydistortionandsensoryoverload?ES By
Donald B. Lindsley

Univ.. of California at Los Angeles

Marked subjective states and behavioral disturbances are frequently associ-

ated with pervasive conditions of sensory deprivation, sensory distortion, as in the
case of delayed auditory feedback, and sensory overioad, developing in the presence
of intense multi-sensory experiences, Because of its role in the sleep to waking
process, and apparently also in attentive and perceptual functions, as well as in drive-
motivational states, the reticular-activating system would seem to be the kind of
structure adapted for these varied functional roles. Recent surveys of the anatomy
and physiology of the reticular formation, together with its con nections with other
parts of the brain, suggest possible ways. in which the subjective and behavioral
phenomena might be explained in terms of the ascending reticular activating

system (ARAS]).
Because of its strategic location at the cross-roads for most incoming and

outgoing messages, and its apparent ability to sample all such activity and develop
from it a more lasting influence, in the form of alerting and attention, the reticular
system appears to provide a common mechanism for the above sensory conditions
and their effects. Recent information suggests that the reticular formation is more
jifferentiated and diversified in its functions than originally supposed. Differential
response to different sense modes has been demonstrated. Interaction of two or
more sense modes in the reticular formation, may lead to facilitation or inhibition.
Without the ARAS, classical sensory pathways can conduct their messages to primary

receiving areas, but discrimination or perception does not ensue,
The reticular activating system, together with the diffuse thalamo--cortical

projection system, provides a mechanism capable of general arousal and alerting,
and also a specific attentional mechanism. Linked with this system is a cortico-
fugal system permitting interaction between cortex and the reticular system.
There is also a mechanism of centrifugal control which permits monitoring and

regulation of all sensory inputs.
If one conceives of the reticular formation as a kind of barometer for both

input and output level, a structure serving a sort of homeostatic function of adjusting
input-output relations, then it is a short step to the assumption that it has an
adaptation level. Psychologically this should be reflected in a suitably high or low
level of attention or anticipatory set, However, with excepiional conditions of sensory
jeprivation, literally a void would be created with vigorous striving for the necessary
stimulation which keeps the ARAS, and in turn the cortex, going on an activated basis
80 that one's past or present may be reviewed. Without such stimulation boredom
and inactivity eventually prevail and ultimately sleep. With an excess of stimulation
from two or more sense modalities, especially a sudden and intense barrage, from

afferent and corticifugal sources as in startle or fear, blocking of the reticular
formation may occur and behavioral immobilization and general confusion often
results. Finally, in the case of delayed auditory side -tone, or othea sensory
distortion in time, the auditory feedback is mis-matched temporally with the
traditional and habitual time -delays of the proprioceptive and tactile systems,



-

The consequence is that the motor system cannot perform adequately on a
dual -time schedule, and there is a resulting conflict which shows up in the form
of stuttering, markedly slowed down speech pattern, and secondary tension and
striving which shows up in more intense speech,

In each of these conditions, sensory deprivation, sensory overload and
sensory distortion, there is a circumstance which upsets the balance of the
regulating system, namely ARAS, When this happens persistently, perception is
disrupted, attention gives way to distractibility and interest to boredom,
behavioral performance is either held in abeyance or becomes highly stereotyped,
and non -adaptive.

The various concepts of neurophysiologic nature will be elaborated in an
attempt to find a suitable common meehanism capable of explaining the facts of
subjective and behavioral consequence to the three eonditions described above,



The Cognitive Consequences of Early Sensory Deprivation,

xr

Prosi, Jerome S. Bruner, Harvard University.

The effects of early sensory deprivation may be viewed as an
interruption in the normal construction of cognitive and neural models
that serve to represent the structure of the environment for an organism.
The irreversible effects may in some cases be accounted for by the
development of learning and problem solving strategies based on
inappropriately simple conceptual models, These inappropriate
may have the effect of preventing subsequent adequate learning.

strategies

Sensory Deprivation in Aviation

nt?

A.M.H. Bennett, M.B.

Lack of change in the physical surroundings of a man has been shown
to produce a mental state which will render him unfit to make rapid decisions

requiring concentration and precise judgment,
It was thought likely that conditions of flight in modern aircraft

could produce a similar state of mind which might interfere with the aviators’
control of his machine. Such conditions are solitude and inactivity in flight

at high altitudes.
The effect of these conditions on a pilot will be discussed, and the

types of reaction illustrated by reference to case histories.



DBSERVATIONS ON ANACLITIC THERAPY DURING
SENSORY DEPRIVATION

bv

H. Azima, M.D., R. Vispo, M.D, and
Fern J. Azima. M.A.

Previous observations by the authors had demonstrated the
disorganizing and regressing effect of sensory deprivation on a
variety of psychopathologiczl states. From this observation it was
inferred that the induction of regression was due, in part, to the
resemblance of isolation sztting to an anaclitic situation, and it
was thought that by systematizing this situation a deeper regression
and a less erratic disorganization may be initiated.

The therapeutic rationale of this procedure was based upon
theoretical considerations, consisting partly of the following propositions:
(1) that a partial regression to certain fixation points is a feature of all
psychopathological states; (2) that by fostering the regression beyond
these fixation points and by gratifying the primary frustrated needs
progression may ensue,

Due to the nature of the procedure few patients till now have
been put on anaclitic isolation. The patient is seen in daily interviews
prior to isolation, with the main objective of producing a positive transference
relationship. Subsequently the patient is put on isolation in a dark, quiet
room, with hands and eyes covered, and on dem2:nd feeding and demand
evacuation, Patient is seen by the therapist 3 times a day in 1 to 2-hour
sessions, during which the therapist feeds the patient and encourages free
association, fantasizing and dreaming. Psychoanalytiz interpretations are
given only to overcome negative transference fantasies, The procedure
is terminated at the patient's will,

The detailed report of a borderline case will be presented, who
showed marked regression to the oral level within 4 days of anaclitic
isolation, and accepted willingly at the end a baby bottle filled with milk,
This patient developed a depressive episode following isolation, the
anaclitic nature of which will be discussed.

From McGill University, Department of Psychiatry anc
Allan Memorial Iastituie, Montreal.



April 15, 1958

Hr, J. H. Curtiss |
Are rican Mathematical Soclety
190 Hope Street
Providence 6, hhode Island

Dear Mr, Curtiss:

Thank you for your letter of April 7th. As
to the reprinting of Colloquium No. 189, I completely
approve and am complimented ly the request,

I shall look over the minor corrections
together with my colleagues who have a better eye for
these things than I do and shall let you know in the
not too dlstant future,

Sincerely yours,

- *y dlener

N41 AD



April 15, 1958

Dr. A. Jayaraman, Editor
Current Sclence Associ gtion
Raman Research Institute
Bangalore 6, India

Dear Dr. Jayaraman:

I wish you all success with the new periodical
but I am a little hesitant about writing the article you
request on cybernetics, The fact 1g that I have sald oy
say on the subject, and the pressure to write articles
hee made me repeat myself to an extent that I am rather
aghamed., Let me make the counter-~suggestion that I send
you a note of about the same length on the present status
of Integration in function space with its spplications
to quantum theory, to electrical engineering and to abstract
nathenzting,

it me know 1f this gue “inn,
approval. If so I shall follow ©

“8 your
3 article,

Sincerely rove

Norbert Wiener

Nd AD

»
Pig lok ; / v



April 15, 1958

Dr, Charles Van Buskirk,
Unlverslty Hospital,
Baltimore 1, Maryland

Dear Dr, Van Buskirk:

Thenk you for your letter of April llth
with d-*~1ls concerning my trip to Baltimore.

I would appreciate it very much if you
would be good enough to reserve a single room with
bath for me on Friday night, and, since Mrs. Wiener
will Jolin me on Saturday, a double room with bath
for Saturday night, I understand this will be at
the Lord Baltimore Hotel, and the reservations will
be for M-y 2nd and 3rd respectively.

I am not planning to use gl!7rg or movies
for the lecture.

Sir-rrely yours,-

Norbert Wiener

NW: AD



April 16, 1958

Pr, G, R, Verma
Department of Methematics
Rirla College, Pilani
R~fagthan, India
P

~or %iener has r- ved your letter

"heg me to tell you that he has

rr

to -

+L

ther

~ng Office of “hin Troika try
* 7» and material

woatorst shina,y gcholarsh

It will be necessary for you to contact

$e any teaching you may have in mind,

Very truly youre

Secretary to
Professor Norbert Wiener



384% Umehara
Wakayama City
Japan
April 17, 1958

Doctor Norbert Wiener
Frofessor of Mathematics |

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

Please pardon me to take the liberty c¢
though I have no acquaintance with you.

One of your excellent works Cyberneti.
absorbing interest since I listened in you:
N H K in Japan on April 11, 1956.

We are now blessed to have the Japane:
fine publication Cybernetics, and recently
volume The Human Use of Human Beings has cap..
scientific enquiry.

I am an assistant professor of linguistics in the Universit,
of Wakayama, majoring in communication theories,

I esteem it a great honor to say that the Japanese learned
society is now very eager to learn your methodology specialized
in your splendid book The Human Use of Human Beings.

So, may I ask you for your permission to let me translate
your fine work into Japanese language?

The circle of linguistic study in this country will be much
obliged if you could allow me to have a Japanese edition of your
excellent work.

Very truly yours,
A o I AGATex
"Reni Kissi

KK:my



Kenji Kissi
384 Umehara
Wakayama City
Japan
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Doctor Norbert Wiener
Professor of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of
Massachusetts
U. S. A,
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Jini WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY
Em

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT
FOR ACADEMIC ADMINISTRATION

April 18, 1958

Professor Norbert Wiener

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

Let me try to convey in writing what I hope was said to
you many times in the past two days--that you made a significant
impact on this campus. When I consider the time and energy and
real enthusiasm that you gave to the Symposium I can only trust
that we did not impose on your generosity. But as I continue
to hear from students and faculty about the exhilaration, the
ideas, the new clarity that you brought to the whole life of
education, I am sure that it was worthwhile. Believe me, we
are grateful to vou.

I am enclosing a check for $500 for your honorarium. As
soon as you can send a statement of your other expenses you

will be reimbursed for them. I will also send you copies of
the various stories that have appeared about the Symposium in
a few days. And if there is any follow-up work here that I
can do for you, please let me know.

Meanwhile, my many thanks.

Sincerel~

James P. McCormick
Assistant to the Vice President
Academic Administration

JPM: jg
Enc.

An) 4 / 9) SE)



COP |

-oril 18, 1958

Editor
Time Inc.
Time and Life Building
9 Rockefeller Plaza
wew York 22, New York

Gir

Your article, "The atom, " TIME, April 21, 1958, is an abuse
of editorial license. The position, obviously shared hy TIME, is that
people who advocate peace and an inhabitable earth are "fruitcakes, " "motley,
and "Communist." People should argue openly for peace; that it is part of
current Communist propaganda does not make the idea wrong. It Is a shame
that mudslinging and McCarthyism has been chosen by you as a way of shout-
ing down sincere men with serious ideas which ouzht to be debated cleanly.

“igned:
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ition and Interprise paze 9

=r «Lure on such subjects as how to budget your money,

how to compensate for not growlag tall, wuut to do about

a dominating Jathor, and discussion of choice in form of

+A
government.

The most basle difllculty in science majors which
2 - Y = 5 2

can be a crippling one lies In the welthodés of tezsching

in the five, six and seven year old group, or kindergarten,

first and second grade. Ti:ls difficulty must be corrected

before we can get the caliber student that we need at high

school &amp;nd colleges lsvel,

The public elementary scheols teach children through

a method neat descrlvbed as lsarnlar throurh -rowthe This

method 1s besed upon the idea that the mind and the body

are one thing. Competition 1s bunned and 1s considered

8 base urge to be supdued by learning and socislization.

To this 1s added the current exnerimantal method.

In mathematics It furnishes de ices, such as beads,

so the* ~"Ildren can fesl numbers, It furnishes plcotures

of birds, casts, and vegetables so trat they can sce them.

They are asked to recognizs numbers by the number of dots

and liness

Rather than lesrning that three and four make seven,



vary Hayes Education and Enterprise page 10

they are asked to take seven apart and put it back together

manually. Children are asslcd {o weke several associations

with numbers belore they wemorise them, end are supposed
1

to discover number relationships.

Children are asked to rcason tefore material is presented

with which to reason and at un ere when the reasoning

processes are not developed fully enough to support

reasoning.

Everything rust be meanincful es a sensory ex» rience,

The premise of the school 1s that children ers taught to

think amd that +Xiw¥'»&gt;gasuchis transferrable for use

to other materiales The psycholo:lst has proven that

thinking in one subject doos not help with thinking

In snother subject unless tle meterial 1s closely related

or the method Is very similiar, The methods used in learning

es described asbove appesr to me to apply more to learning

in behavior than they do to lesraling the mathematical

DroCesSS.

 . See Norbert Wlencr The Human Use of Humen telngs, Houchton

Mifflin Corpuny, Doston, 19EC. Scanning end feedback on p 69,

and the Pavlovian reflek on 73-81.



Rary Hayes Education end Enterprise page 11

An effort 1s made to teach the multiplication tables

to the fifth table. However, the teaching method does not’ &amp;

allow them to be taught in ordered form. The sequence of

numbers 1s lost, so necessary in original nathematical

somputaitions

No one hes &amp;s yet understood the magic of the

mind. It works like an shacus In lozaritimic process,

filing relating, sorting, and bringing forth the answer

needed by 1ts own power. Mental ima’ges do not csrry sene

sory connotation in their orlscinal impression, Sensory

material requires relating to Imagery If it Is to be

held in the mind and then 1% wears an emotional tinge.

tlathematlcs 1s a rousonable and ratloncl science,

and must be learned zs suche I believe that the simple

mathematic.

the reassonia:

-} constants should be learned by rote before

rocesges estuvllish themselves, because the

mind relates of 1t3 own volitionel

See orhe

Ni{lin Conipany, Toston, 1050 cure 73-74,

eines, Hourhton

T'iscussion of

the di~2tel maohine



Mary Hayes

wyners

Education snd Enterprises

‘ren are akle to i2grnm,

pare 12

believe that the

addition of eincle Afo%d nizbers in 211 combinations and the

rulticllcatbieon fables 2t0.1d vo Lausht by rote learning

vitsbout writing to the point of reflex respcnse before the

age of seven, snd =zerlier If possible. All sensory

materlal should He 2fsrensed with as it relatss to

mathematica, Ressoning should not bs admitted until

sonstant values and seguenses are ostublished.

“elating of wrom; ly learned mstlematical material by

nlnd tn reflex response can, I helieve, permanently

larare the learnlhg process through ramification,

Marma? compo "sn cannot ha considered some kind of

aprandage to th» ~~rIonallty to ba bandled abouts It is

3 by 0 “ ‘ r=ansesagry tark th1g noOTe1003? 37 2124 ogend it aitould bhhe

bo ae, 2 Ek 3 aan ae3 F250 7] :»aohad ag anhEw Lilo Ai w

Soros "E¥em ft eopgnally male vo of two parts, love

- 3 "pr a Y.. ] 2 + - 2. ; ~ £0 ©

and eorrosalon, which join forces In social form giving

; oo. . oom J . - on

taipetrs te the 1allvidual tn ashlcve areater things for

hims2ll, ls femily, and his comunity. In its most

nighly sublimeted Form 1 has zlven us those great saints

of sclense end art sad litcratire who have enriched othe

lives "all of us {hrouvch tlef!r 1fts to mankind,

Consider the position of our superior and very superioy™



BATES COLLEGE
Lewiston, Maine

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

April 19, 1958

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Inctitute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

We are sorry thet you cannot
be with us June 6, for we were
locking forward with great pleas-
ure to having you on the Bates cam-
Pus.

Sincerely yours,
en

- Sr

thariles EF. Phillips
President





CURRENT 3CIENCE ASSCCIATION

Raman Research Institute

Bangalore-6

april 21, 1958

Dear Professor Wiener,

[ am very thankful to you for your letter of the

15th instant and I am agreeable to your suggestion namely,

that you contribute an article on "The present status

of the integration in function space,,with its applications

to quantum theory, to electrical amd engineering and to

abstract mathematics".

I am very grateful to you for your kind acceptance of

our invitation and I am soriain ile readers of CURRENT SCIENCE
would immensely benefit by {pals would welcome it with

mach enthusiasm.

The material may kindly be sent to me at your earliest

ronvenience.

¥ith deep regards

Yours sincerely,

A
An

EDITOR
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21 April 1958

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

My dear Prof. Wiener:

with 'little Latin and less
Greek', an amatuerish verve for sclence and a some-
what frustrated ambition to be a linguist, I have
been working in my leisure since college on a pro=
ject I believe may in some degree interest you--
raving read several of your writings. I call 1t
a, project, but it is better called a dream; for
what I have accomplished is infinitesimal as com=
pared with what remains to be done.

In a word (or two) the project
concerns what is classically called 'a philosophical
language'. I am aware of the hundreds of wrecks
that strew the beaches of history, and that many
nave concluded that the job was dons, 1f anytning
is to be done, with the coming of Esperanto.

The job that I concelve has
not been done, but needs to be done, and I think
zan be done. Esperanto-type schemes have endeavored
to replace or supplement existing languages in all
phases of life--seeking a limited vocabulary for
easy mastery, universal or wide-spread famlllarity
of root-material and a fluent syntax. The job that
remains is to go more deeply into meaning, for In
thelr eagerness to get their scheme #**=""= growing
they have transplanted most of the seeds of misun-
jerstanding that exist in the natural languages.
As I believe you have made perfectly clear, we can-
not hope for perfection with regard to communicatlon.

However, it has struck me that
sufficient work and thought could concoct a language--
at least for use between experts in the various areas
of science and learning--which would put into force
some of the findings of symbolic logic, which would
come closer to the ideal of mathematics and which,
yet, would yet retain somewhat of the readabllity and
3peakablility of a natural language.

Having only a faint imagining
of the problems involved, I somehow conceive that
such a 'language' might contribute to the development
of the proposed ‘'translstion-machine' which some of



your colleagues are at work on. An inter-language,
at ance :looser and stricter than, say English and
Russian, or whatever languages are being translated,
night prove a key to simplification of the problems.

My forebears are Dr. Hogben and his
Scheme called Interglossa, Roget and to some degree
Korzybski. Bul for the purposes I have outlined,
I belleve I have made important progress beyond them.

Briefly, the chief new principles are
these:

(1) abandonment of traditional grammatical
forms or categories

(2) indication of the function (meaning-
category) by the gesalt of the word
(a) qualities, and relations
(b) actions
(c) shapes
id} things (plcturable)

Action words fall into two grours: very loose and
very specific. The 'loose group' are few in number:

orte--communicate in any form
este--sgnse (see, feel, perceive heat, ot.)
ogne--know, think, etc.
arme--glve etc.

The specific group would be virtually infinite in number:
thelr gesalt would would be consonant-diphthongs embrac-
Ing the vowel: trope.(to.turn on a fixed EL verge
(to turn in a direction as on a curve), etc.

Quality words would consist of single consonants
smbracing a vowel--such that they might be reversed to
Indicate logical opposition: valo (valuable, value);
lavo (worthless); kazo (cause); zako (affect) |

Dimensional relationship would have an open
3yllable: an (at a point); ef (off a line); or (above
a surface); in (in a solid); ut (during a period of
time): etc.

I'his brief and crude outline will indicate that
many a posterlorl elements may be included in such a
3cheme.

But I am going to cut off here. My concern
1s to find out if there 1s anyone anywhere thinking
and working along the same lines. I am writing to
you, thinking you might be in a better position to
nave such information, and might put me in touch with
hime With continuing admiration for your work, I would
remain

faithfully yours,

Gole Ne. Yetter
100 Jackson Avenue
3usquehanna, Penna.



April 21, 1958

Mr, BE, BR. Plore
International Business Machines Cnr--vr-tion
590 Madison Avenue
New York 22, New York

Dear ¥r, Plore:

I have your l-tter of April 15th and thank you

“3 invitation to ~%te-%! the geminsr on Yay 28 and 27.

“hile this inter--t+a pa w~v71 puakr

for «
3”

I grirt decline ma my ~  -2qt commitments sre such that ny

time 18 entir ly taken un,

Thank vou ‘~ain for having invisca

wish you every sucness with the dedication of the Re~saren

Laboratory.
~ i  -«

id yours i

Norbert Wiener

Nis AD
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4a need a large record of supposedly normal eleotroencephalogransith an analyeis over a sufficiently long time base to bring out
the central frequency and the diphthenomenon in which the central
frequency is separated from the general alpha band surrounding
it. This will mean, 1f possible, original frequency modulation
eleetroencephalograph records covering a duration of at least five
minutes, and preferably considerably more, For the present, our
zoal in taking autocorrelations should give us deleys running
up by perhaps a 50th of a second interval to as much as 50 seoonds,
These should be taken not only for subjects showing a strong alpha
rhythm but for subjects showing wesk alpha rhythms in order that
de may find masked slpha rhythms if they exist or that we may be
reagonably sure that masked alpha rhythms are absent, Even in
normal cases if would be highly desirable if we can know something
of the medical, psychologlesl and psychiatric history of the
individuals in question,

de need to supplement these normal records by a carefully selected
get of records in which there is some gross phyelologlcal abnor
nality or abnormality of behavior, In these records it is pane
ticularly necessary to keep good medlcal and psychologlcal records,
The data furnished by Dr, Vhafetz concerning alcoholics gives us
n good opportunity t+ start this sort of work.

de need a similar snalysls of records made under influence of
various drugs or physiological changes, Here I suggest particularly
the use of adrenalin, thyroxin and other hormonzl egents, es well
as the study of pstients who have undergone surgery on their
endocrine glands, If possible I should like records before and
after surgery. I also suggest the study of tranquilizers such as
serposll and its analogues of stimulahts like benzedrine and the
rugs like lycursic acid and mesgzlime which have, or are supposed
to have, 8 considerable influence on the subjective time sense,
dere, too, I should like a study of the effects of fatigue, and
if possible of fever or depressed tempersitures.

It 18 necesserytocorrelateour work with that of Hudson Hoagland
on the subjective time sense, +his means that we ghould have.
records both of the objective erectrum of the alpha rhythm and of
the subjective time sense from the same individuals if possible at
times when either the electroencephalogram or the subjective time
sense are known to vary.

We should have fairly complete runs of children of differing ages
where if possible we trace the history of electroencephalogreaph
frequencles not only in the statistical masa of data from varying
individuals but in the history of each individual, This is most
essential, as I believe the evidence 1s very good that chronologleal««
is not an asdequtite index of phlsiological or psychological ege, BOthat without research of thls character we may be building artificial
statistical =seemblages of data that are not precisely compsarsble,



3 Notwithstanding the intrinsic difficulties of the research, we
should attempt to go into animal data in a more satisfactory
way than has been possible for us to do as yet, Here we must
make an effort to see what can be done with physiological methods
of reducing the animal to a stats of calm, and in particular with
nethods which involve a minimum of disturbance of the state of
“he individual by drugs and the like, Once we have made gub-
stantial progress in this direction it is quite possible that
auch more specific researches will open up, particularly with
regpeot to the assay of drugs,

Y
.

~ "7" the work that will be done on the questions discussed, we
“hh to taXe both autocorrelation regords and eroass correlation

= after delava of one or more hours.

+ a1, the work we have already mentioned, whether with human
poings or animals, if the opportunity offers itself for the use
of implanted electrodes we should take advantage of this, Whether
by uslng implanted elegtrodes or electrodes of the sasalp, we
should Join up with the type of rssearch carried on'by Grey Walterand examine the eutocorrelation and eross correlation rhythm of
Ufferent parts of ths brain.

4, 4

=
k

 ©»

she? if possible, obtain records under various sorts of
rafleptiform conditiona e~ ~a fo asnertain the frequency

+ of rhythms not o “aart S the normal brain.

10, ¥~ ghoul’ gontinue our rr ~~ -* on the brain
rhythms ov different sorts o* 3 “hltory and elestrio,
end should make as accurate po atv ~® the tendency
of theses flickers to modify the bre. : pd in particular
to pull them into phase, Here we ghould m= a detelled study of
the efteredischarge phenomena already inv- *.~~t23 by Dr. Barlow,

11.

1X.

4e should if possible study other physiolozical rhythms by autoe
sorrelation methods, Here I refer particularly to a lonz time
3tudy of electrocardiograms, Mathematically the work cf Van der Pol
has glven us an excellent modsl of the pacemaker of the heart,
jowever, hls model without any further modification leads to a -
purely periodis phenomenon,gothatit needs supplementation to
7dve us a basis for the etudy of cardiac irregularities over a long
time, We should also etudy electromyogramsbothforstriatedand
for smooth muscle, I have been told that eleat- —~teprograms, or
studies of the electric potentials of the r- 1d inten’ “ng

Ag to some of the other
studying, we hove those
3% frogs or the sony of
1ifferent scale we have
3ilia, At the opposite
make studies concerning

shysioloziceal rhythms which are worth
&gt;f the flashing of fireflies, the ocroaking
the katy-dids and the like, On qulte a
the study of the lsshing of flagells or
end of the frequency spectrum ws should
diurnal and even yearly physiological rhythms

Parallel with the various sorts cf work which we have already men

tioned we ehould develon -
random processes, Thia

mar wd nd Mp



April 23, 1958

ir, J. Lemaire
Association Internationale de Cybernetique
13 “ue Basse Marcelle
Napur
Belzium

Jenr IT
yo  oh aC

© esmpliance with your request cf larch lst,

se ma opdan No. 1-5G4,761 amounting tof 4.25

Ja8 8°nt to you on An~4il 14, 1958 in payment of wer™" shlp

fee to the Second International Congress for Cybernetics,

Sineseraly yours.

Jorbert "iener

Nd tAD



April 23, 1958

The London Mathematical Society
Burlington House
Piccadilly
London, W.,I. England

Attenttnn »° +-- ™

yes 3
any

Tony
»

~at of March 6, 1958,

foreign money order No. l=565,762 amounting to £6.00

was sent to you on April 14, 1958 in pavment of my eunbreriptiion

to the Soclety.
ry  Tr voure

Norbert wi.er

Nd 3AD



April 23, 1958

Mr. James P, HeCormick
Assistant to the Vice President
Wayne State Unlversity
Detr-t4 2, Michigan

Derr “Mr, McCormick:

I have your very nlce letter of April 18th and
the enclosure of a check for Five Hundred Dollers, for
which I thank you, It was indeed a great pleasure to speak
at Wayne, and the friendliness extended to me will not
soon be forgotten, An engagement of this sort is very
rewarding, especially when i+ *» =a well received.

I am enclosing the "ry ticket, from which
you will see that the fare r= + tax excluded, In
addition to this there was the 2 nf taxis from Belmont
to the Alrport and return amounti: 3 to’ 2,00, Although meals
were provided on the plane, since . am strictly a vegetarian
it was necessary for me to purchase megls sulted to my dlet
amounting to” 5.00, makingthe total of additional expenses’ 14,00,
or a grand trtr1l Toe all expenses of 94.40,

“1 -

was requestea
received onlv

in r-
a

oo

+

r

© th,

- ee qr

=

+

 the recei : for the 500,00, It
returned ia denlic- 2, but 1

thznks for your kindness and
nleasant one,

or ation

Sincerely yours §

jorbert ener

41AD
Encs.



NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

INSTITUTE OF MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES

25 WAVERLY PLACE, NEW YORK 3. N.Y.

april 20, 1958
TELEPHONE: OREGON 4-0734

Professor Norbert Wiener
Mass. Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Mass,

Dear Professor liener:

The plans for our conference on Shelter Island are
eradually taking ehape. As I Ind written to you, the
maln 1ldea of the conference is to give mathematicisns
who in some way or other are informed on mathematical

luestions of the quantum theory of fields, the op-
pertunity to hear from leading physicists about the
mathematical problems of this theory. Accordingly,
we have scheduled talks by Wightman, an introduction
to the problems of quantum theory of fields, and
axicmatization of the notion of local fields, for
Tuesday afternoon; by van Hove on renormalization
theory on Wednesday morning; by Dyson on solvable
problems in the theory of lc al fields in the after-
noon, and one more talk perhaps by Haag. On Thursday
morning we would like to hear a report by a mathematician
°n questions closely ccnnected with the quantum theory of
fields. Mackey will talk and, we hope, “tone on Segal's
Sheorv.

On Thursday afternoon the orgenizing committee would
be happy to have you talk to us. Naturally, we would
like if you talked to us about questions involving the
integration of functionals since this subject 1s of
considerable significance in the quantum theory of
fields and physicists, I am sure, would liks to hear
about this, even it the connection with the quantum
field theory 1s as yet not explicitly visible. Would
you be so kind as to give us the title of vour talk.

For the later afternoon we have scheduled 2 talk
about the Feynman integral. Priday morning is reserved
For unscheduled communications.

We are looking forward to meeting you at the
and hope that you will also find it worth while.

conference

Sincerely yours,

TOW slg
yd {+ Ace Zon Ae,
Ke Oe IFriedrichs
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Toyokawa, 2l April 1958.

Prof. Norbert Wiener,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Massachusetts,
Ue S. A.

Dear Professor Wiener,

It is a long time since I saw you last at
the meeting of your lecture and round table talk on
Cybernetics held in Nagoya on 20 April 1956.

Last year when XIIth General Assembly of
URSI was held at Boulder, Colorado, I went to Boston
and visited you. Unfortunately you were away on
vacation and could not have pleasure to see you.

Recently I received the letter of invita-
tion to the Second Conference on Atmospheric Blectricity
to be held at Wentworth by-the-Sea, New Hampshire on
20 - 2% May 1958. To attend the Conference I shall
20 to Boston on 18 May and call on you in MIT in the
morning of 19 May. I would like to see you and at
the same time to visit Electronics Laboratories of
MIT. I shall be much obliged to you if you make arrange-
ment for my visit to laboratories.

Please return my best regards to Mrs, Wiener.

Sincerely yours,

 —
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Prof. A. KIMPARA; Director,
The Research Institute of Atmos-

Nagoya University, phefr
Toyokawa=City,
ichi-Pref.,

JAPAN = {0GRAMME

Prof. Norbert Wiener, .
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, ‘0
Cambridge, Boston /
Massachusetts ; ’
U. S, A.[2
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THE WEEELY NEWSMAGAZINE

FNME &amp; LIFE BUILDING

ROCKEFELLER CENTER

NEW YORK 20

“DITORIAL OFFICES

April 25, 1958

Dear Dr. Wiener et al:

TIME's editors think that our readers will be
interested in your comment apropos of our April 21
report, "How Sane the SANE?". We are, therefore,
publishing part of your wire in TIME's May 5 Letters
column. A copy of this issue will be sent to each of
you as soon as it comes off the press.

Cordially yours,

Marie Barry /
For the Editors

Dr. Norbert Wiener et al.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
cambridge, Massachusetts

mb/hs



Rudolf Hirchom Medical Society in the Tity of Nem York

PRESIDENT

HENRY LAX, M.D.

160 EAST 72ND STREET

COR. SECRETARY

WoLF ELKAN, M.D.
57 WEST 57TH STREET

Publication Committee

1175 Park Avenue

April 25, 1958
TREASURER

ARNOLD T. BENFEY, M.D

50 PARK TERRACE WEST

Professor N. Wiener

wassachusets Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Liass.

Dear Dr. Viener:

We are glad to send you enclosed a transcript of the

recording of your address delivered before our society in

November 1957.

4s you will remember you kindly agreed to the taking of

such a recording and indicated your intention of using the

transcript as a basis for preparing a manuscript - to be

published in the Froceedings of the society for 1957. Vie hope

that the enclosed pages will serve this purpose, inspite of

all the deficiencies, omissions, and distortions to be found

in the text. This was our first attempt of this sort, and to

jeal with this particular subject matter proved to be beyond

the capacity of the expert in medical transcriptions who's

services we obtained.

We would be very grateful for your comment on

manuscript and publication.

transcript,

Thanking you again for your cooperation in making the
publication possible, I am

very thgu.y your
Adare1. EBel’rendt, i.0



Mary Hayes
3936 Club Drive, TL. &amp;.

Atlanta 19, Georgia

April 19, 1958

Dear Lr "ieéner,

: tr orom Wr2m uy LU | a g eid )n oC &amp; Joh Lf

in which I am attemntins to refute ths

nresent educational philosonhve.e T am

coming into the philosonhic field through

5 system of dual dvnamics based unon

nsvehodynamics. I am drawine from everw

yther field in order 1.

theories, TI would 13+. *t.

rel¢srences te vour Lous

Oi Eluma; Beings, Provided

she then my

“1a geveral

Juman Uses

,ourse, vou

see the simlliarity between what vou have



Mary Hayes
3936 Club Drive, Tl. E.

Atlanta 19, Georgia

said and what ° 1av6 said. Alao

realize that I am writine on &amp; very controve

arslal subjéct.

Please r vise me if you:do aot

ApLrC material to whiciy T have

Atta hed referencea,

Thanking vou, I am

Tt
J

.
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April 25, 1958

Profegsor Arthur H. Moehlman
Texes Education Agency
Austin, Texss

My ae Te
a Nee -noer Moechlnang

Many thanks for your appreciative .etter of

April 11th, It 1s always good to hear of the work

one has done earlier is still finlinc r~-ercussions.

Sincerely yours i:
I

sorpert vienepr

N43 AD



April 25, 1958

or, Kilchl Murakami
Industrial Engineering Dept,
School of Technology
Nihon University
Suruzadal, Kanda, Tokyo
Japan

¥y d= Dr, Murgkaml:

Tecedq,pie~~ for your cour or -»3 r oa

Mar eo great privilege for r&gt; to t+

able to maintain my re reonal and sc¢lentific relations

with mv colleazues in Japan where the in’ ljectual

atmosphere 1s so lively =srd so much is being done,

81 n-~

Morbert Wiener

NW 3 AD



April 25, 1958

Professor Kenji Klasi
334 Umehara
igkayama City
Japan|

Dear Pr-“-~aor Kissi:

“» nersonal

Dr. Shikeo o. Mara of the Tokyo Institute of Technology.

I believe mv book has already been translated 3 mb

Japanese, In general Professor Ikehara be °

lation rights of my books in Japan, and anv negotlatlons

soncerning then should Zo tarouzh °°

~~"ativein Japan 1s

Sir ~2vrn? Tyree

Norbert Wiener

Nas AD



UNIVERSITA DI ROMA

ISTITUTO DI MATEMATICA
FINANZIARIA FE ATTUARIALE

Piazga Borghese, o tome, fAnril 26, 1658
To f.Ycxbert Wiener

 oo Tree te Instl.of Technology
Dot matics
Conny nse = U.S.A.
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Standard ¥ethods 1i1 Edition by hedsworthe Ulvision of lab~r~~elsg and Resoarch of
the Now York Leyte of Hvalthe Condition - Lew.

Patles of Transeeads tal Functions ™ « Flugge. Condlitlon «
Lifferont Geometry Ly vesthorburne wvendlition - Lew.
‘he Homorrem bo Allsock and Jones. Condition - ood.
fhe Theory of Uproup lepresentations by Yuruejhan. Condition = Good.
Ligher Alcebra by Ferrer. {Condition » Goode
Theraodynanics -« Tirtwhigtlese Condition - Good,

Lativity Analysis of Production and Allovstlon « Edited by Calling C. Koopmans.
Condition =» Falr.

Cempling Inanection Tables = lls Fe Dodue, He Ge Homige Condition=lisw,
The Advanced Theory of Jtetistliese Voie Io » ¥o 0, Kordall, Condition = ralre

Vole Ile Londition = Coods

Sumpling InspsetionbytheStatisticel Hessarch Uroup, Columbia University. Condition =
Felrly good.

Sampling Hothods for Censuses end Curveys - Fe Yates. Condition«falr.
Tabises of the Deassel Yunotiona of the Firat Kind of Jdrders lero and One « Tha Ltaflf

of the Conputetion lalorstory. Llondition ~ Good.
calovlating Instruments and Haenines ~ Louglas Lartree. londition - Goode
lathenatlioal Physlos = He and 5. 8. Jeffereys. Condition - Fair.
loonomle Control Cuslity of Manufactured Product « Lhowart, Cond ion - Fair.
itabtistinel iethods in Heueeroh and Froduetion = levies. Condition - Fulr.
Statistloal Procedures end Their  wthematiosl Zases - Peters sud Van 7oorhia.

Condition ~ ¥alrly goods
falues end Intervals of the Urthogonal Folynomials Up To 520 « Ja Uy, 8. Uelury.

Condition - haw,

uslity Control by Stetlstical Hethoda » G, Bisudene Condition » Good.
the Uifferentisl Analyser ~ J. Urarke Condition = Felrly good.
itatist loal Tables for EBlologleoals, Agrleultursl snd ¥edieal kessareh by Fisher ard

Yates. Condition ~ Goode

Examples in Hathematioes, “oohanles, Savipation, and Heutleal Astronomy, Lest end
Steam, And Blestricity for the Use of Junior Jfficers Afloat. Condltlon-Poors

Jrginary Uifferestiel Igustions « £4 Le Ince. Condition » Faire
irplisd Yeohanlios = Je He Cotterill-low. Condition « Felr.
‘odern Dovelopment in Fluld Dynemios, Vole I and Vole Ii. Condition « Falr,
‘sgsel Funotions for Enplusers, Melachlun. Condition « Good,
Ffunet ions of Yetheatblical Phvsies ~ Harness and Oberhettingere Condition ~ Felvrly rood.
Hydrodynamics « laabe Conditlon » Faire
Clfferential Equations = As He Forsythe. Condition = Paar,
Tables of Genaraliged Eine - ad Consine « lrnterral Funotions -~ Stalf of the Computation

Laborntory, Fart I « Il. Condition « Goode
fetles of the Function Are Sin « Staff of Computation laboratory. Condition « Lew,
The Theory of Vessel Funotlons « fatson. Condition=Falre
The Annals of the Computation laboretory of Harverd University, Vole ZIT,

Condition=~ lalrly Goud.
fathomaticsl Telles Vole I « Commltise for the Caloulatlion of Mathemstisal Tables. Good,
tod1fied larkel Funetions of Order Une « Third - Staff of Computation Leboratory. Faelr.
‘he Tables of Natural loserithns « Volumes 1 - IV - Faedoral Vorks Azencys York “roducta
Adninistratlion for the City of liew York. Condition - falre

1
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The Tatles of Proplitity Functions « Volumes 1 and II - Federal Vorks Azesev. eat.
Condition « fair.

lables of Sines end Cosinss for Radlan Argunents - Federal Yorks Arenay ent.
Condition « lair.

Tables of Circuler aud Hyperbolle Sines end Cosines « Federal Yorks Agency eat.
Condition ~ lair.

fables of the Exponemtisl Funetion « Federal Viorks 2oanov &lt;at,
fable of Zlne and vosine Integruls - Fedaral Works
fables of Sine, Cosine, and Exponential Inte~-

Agency ect. Condition «Fair.
Computing Mechanisms end Linkages ~ Svoboda. Condition ~ Fairly zood.
An Index of Mathematical Tables - ¥Fletoher, iller, Rosenhead. Condition « Fair.
A Treatises on Solid Geonstry =» Frost and Wolstesholm. Condition « Poor.
Eleotronie Instruments ~ Creenwood, lHioldam, Jacrse. Condition - Goode

Condition - Fair.
Condition « Fair.
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~hniores of developing random time series
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linear etaotrie circuits. Perhans the title o® my talk
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April 28, 1958

—~
Hayes
~ive, HN, E,

Cenrmri a

De

Tou sr
from "The Human
already mentions
crder that there -

you to clear wit
Commany,.

=~ laome to use tha materizl
=n Raineet whine you have

© +%ie note, However, in
“+ mieunderste-"inc I request
walehere, Houch®tsan "0 214n

I alr *r7pk it may be of or-
v look yp — thar {wo brn. A

tl ; "Ex-Preadigy hich appeared vith
aryl "TT Am A Yethr 0 Asn" wht oy

= to
cAUCEm
Schuster
Doubleday.

aunroas in rz FY ary, oy Ae

SincereslS Jour’

Norbert Wimmer
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April 28, 1958

Dr.
57 Chathe
Bs ~ Fi

“hla

£10 a

Salomon
“treet

~&lt;. Vass.

Jeary Dr Solamans

Thank ~-2 for your . ry ~21 15th

Mrs, W“lener and I are looking

"ta dinrc and Pena Conger: en June 20th.

go,
Cay=

“~rhert Wiener

Ni: AD



Iaril 23, 1958

Dr. “narle~ Van Bugkirk
Universit 21ital
Baltinor&gt; | ¥epryland

. ET

[ate

vy ~
tbe
ie

Bir ~ writing to you on April 15th I have made
a few changes in my plens, I wlll now arrive in Baltimore
on the Federal on Saturday morning, May 2rd. The train
reéts in at 7:30 AM,, which TI presume 1s in plenty of time
For ny lecture at © o'eclnex, I would appreciate it 12 1
could be met at the station, or if you would advise me
where to go upon arrival.

Hill you slso be good enough to cancel the
regserv sion which you have made at the Lord Baltimore
Hotel for Fridey night and leave just the one for Sgturday
night for Mrs, Wiener and myself as has been arranged.

Sinerrely yours,

Norbert #iener

Nd: AD

 an ov



Office
NOODWARD 2-1717

Laboratory
NALNUT |-3852

Michael W. Freeman, M.D.

401 David Whitney Building

Detroit 26, Michigan

April 29, 1958

Professor Norbert Wiener,
ie I. T.
Jambridee 38, Massachusetts.

Dear Dr. %iener:

It came to my attention that Dr. leGregor of Dow Corning
is capable of making real small in diameter silicone tubes
which is being tried to treat glaucoma patients. I thought
that vou might be interested in this investigation.

Vy personal feeling is that in most cases glaucoma is
caused by a proteolytic enzyme. At least conceptionally,
one could anproach this problem from this point of view,

I arranged for John Wiley &amp; Sons to mail you one copy of
your book on Cybernetics for my son at Harvard. I would
appreciate if you would be kind enough to inscribe: " To
Michael Freeman at Harvard..." and have your secretary
call him at Kirkland 77-6436, Tliot House I-34, and he
will come to pick it up. If you can spare a few moments
I would like very much for Michael to meet you.

I want to take this opportunity to tell you that we all
enjoyed very much visiting with you on April 16 and 17.
[t was a rich experience for me and I gained much from
talking with you on many subjects and especially on
slectroencephalography.IAastweekIvisitedthe Partridge
School, near Ashington, D.C., for mentally retarded, and
orain dgmaged children. I am enclosing a copy of Senatorts
speech in the Senate telling about this school. I mentioned
about your work in encephalography and I was asked if I could
obtain from you literature references or information on what
vou are doing. I told them the little T know about vour work.

Jith kindest personal regards and very best wishes for your
good health, IT am

Sincerely yours,

/
ye

2(_2 hn  "A



enpil 2¢ 1958

DTe Re Ma. HoGregor,
1g8igtant Director of Hesearch,
now Cornine Copporstion,
 id Tend | Yiahigan.

nes? Dre Mabregor:

I understand that you are producing evoarimentally
real small orsunic silicons tubes useful in studies
of glaucome treatment. I would uspreciete very much
if you could send me any literature or information
on this &amp;pproach to glaucoma treatment. If you will
send me un extra set of papers I want to mail to
pr. Norbert wiener, i, I, T., Cambridge 38, hassachu-
setts, who 18 interssted in this subject.

Thank vou very much for your courtesy, I am

maf/m

Since ¥ YOU TF

“ids % Hi ald a



Asril 29, 1953

Profegcseor P. B. Bon
Ronn 14eliedld
Mace, Institute of Technology

+3 Tasfegsor Brey

Many th-~ks for looking over the French trans
lation of my article, I have checked up your comments and
you have done an infinitely better job than the original
writer, Thia confirms the ideas that I have always had
bolt the difficulty of translation, and in particular gbout
the dangers which would come 1f we were to have anything like
mechanlcal translation, I am quite certain that the best
mechanical translator in the world would give a result far
inferior to that of ths man who orizinally did the work,

Sinaper”&amp; owe,

Norbart “lener

NAtAD



April 29, 19563

"Mailin J, Mather
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The noatrs  panairs language
is only a emall pari {&gt; ‘20aUSE
such a large part of the rea. o yr ianguage
lies not in ita grammar and ita frra of voecabuls 7 ut in ite
usage in its means oF augmenting its vocabulary ss needed.
In other words, it 1s a relatively easy matter to initiate
something that we can call an artificlal language, but it is
a most difficult matter to moke the substantisl improvement
over existing languages without a careful study of the use to
be made of it and of the theory of language in genersl. For
thls reason I remain not hostile but profoundly skeptleal.

Sincerely

Norbert Wiener

Hit AD



ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALE
DE CYBERNETIQUE

AS B. L

Secrétqriat
3, Rue Basse-Marcelle

NAMUR (Belgique)

NAMUR, le 30 avril 1958.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
CAMBRIDGE.

Tél, 279.83

No.

Mr. President,

We are pleased to inform you that as from May 1958, the In-
ternational Association for Cybernetics will publish a quarterly review called
" Cybernetica ' containing articles of a scientific nature on subjects relating
to the various domains of cybernetics.

Through this publication the Association will be able to carry
out the aims it has set itself and which are as follows:

1) To ensure a permanent and organized liaison between researchers whose
work in various countries is related to different sectors of cybernetics.

2) To promote the development of this science and of its technical applications
as well as the propagation of results obtained in this field.

Each number will be 16 x 24 cms in size and will consist of
about 70 pages. There will be an average of four articles on varied subjects.
Whenever there is sufficient material there will be a special feature called
"Recent Publications " dealing with articles and other works connected with
cybernetics. One page will be devoted to news of the activities of the Interna-
tional Association for Cybernetics.

The columns of '' Cybernetica '"" are open to all specialists in

cybernetics and contributions from members of the Association, which at the
moment group nearly 1, 000 people from 33 countries, will be particularly wel-
come,

We have the pleasure to inform you that the first number will
include the following articles:

Editorial par M. Georges R. BOULANGER, Président de 1'Association Inter-
nationale de Cybernétique.

MM. Norbert WIENER, Professor of mathematics at the Massachusetts Ins-
titute of Technology (Cambridge, U.S. A. ),

" My connection with cybernetics - Its origins and its future"

Louis COUFFIGNAL, Inspecteur Général de 1'Instruction Publique de
France, Directeur du laboratoire de calcul mécanique de l'Institut
Blaise Pascal (Paris),

" Le symposium de Ziirich et les concepts de base de la cy-
" bernétique "

I



/

John DIEBOLD, PresidentoftheJohnDieboldand Associates, Inc... (New York),

" Education for data processing - THe real challenge to. ma-=.
" nagement "

Aurel DAVID, Chargé de recherches au Centre National de la Recherche Scien-
rifique (Paris),

" Réflexicns pour un nouveau schéma de l'homme

Pierre AUGER, Directeur du département des sciences exactes et naturelles
de 1'U. N, E. S.C. O.,

" Si peau d'dne m'était conté

Articles will be publishedinFrenchorin English, according
to the wishes of the author,

The review of the Association can hardly fail to interest all
those who are in any way concerned with the development of cybernetics and
its applications.

The terms of the subscription for 1958 are as follows:

members of the International Association for Cybernetics: 150, Belgian francs
per annum,

- non-members: 300, Belgian francs per annum,

Separate numbers of the review may be obtained on the fol-
lowing terms:

- members of the International Association for Cybernetics: 50, Beigian francs
per number;

non-members: 100, Belgian francs per number,

The review will be sent to you on receipt of the enclosed subs-
cription form. Payment should be made by one of the modalities set out at the
cack of this one,

We beg to inform you that the membership fee of the Associa-
tion has been fixed for 1958 at 200, Belgian francs for individual members and
at 1,000,Belgian francs for organisms and commercial and industrial firms.
All informations concerning the Association and a membership form may be
sent when required.

We remain,

Yours faithfully

I'he Managing. Administrator The President,

»

LEMAIRE. G.R. BOSLANGER,



ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALE
DE CYBERNETIQUE

A.S B

Secrétqriat
13, Rue Basse-Marcelle

NAMUR (Belgique)

NAMUR, le 30 avril 1958.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

CAMBRIDGE.

Tél. 279.83

Mr. Président,

We have the honour to inform you that on December 13th and 14th
1957, the International Association for Cybernetics organized two Interna-
tional Meetings for Information on the economic and social implications of
Automation.

It has been decided that the text of the lectures given on this occa-
sion should be published in full, in view of their great interest. The program
me was as follows:

- Exposé introductif par M, Georges R. BOULANGER, Président de 1'Asso-
ciation Internationale de Cybernétique.

- M. Hyacinthe DUBREUIL (France),

" Les promesses de 'automation sont-elles valables ?.

Miss Joan WOODWARD (England), Head of Management Research Unit at
the South East Essex Technical College,

" The effects of technical innovation on management organization".

MM. Maurice LACHIN (Frarce), Président de la Commission pour le plein
emploi dans le cadre de l'automatisme du Comité National de 1'Orga-
aisation Francaise,

'"" Vue d'ensemble sur les problémes de reconversion de la main-
" d'oeuvre et sur le plein emvloi dans le cadre de 1'automatisme
"" en Europe '.

Robert VAN EGTEN (Belgique), Ingénieur, Chef du laboratoire central
d'électronique de la S. A. Fabelta,

"" Solutions humaines aux problémes humains de l'automation -

" Hypotheses ".

Robert CAUSSIN (Belgique), Administrateur-Directeur du Comité Na-
tional Belge de 1*Organisation Scientifique,

'" Du travail individuel au travail automatique: le transfert des
" fonctions de 1*homme a la machine "

Max GOTTSCHALK (Belgique), Collaborateur scientifique a l'Institut
de Sociologie Solvay,

" Avitomation et réactions svndicalea



Aurel DAVID (France), Chargé de recherchesauCentrenational:dela .
Recherche scientifique, |

pe . ial t hu 53 de certain yuto tisa- -
Conséguences sociales et humaines de certaines automatisa

Wo, 1
Hong

Fred POLAK (Hollande), Proflesseur de 'sociologie ala Netherland's School
of Economics de Rotterdam,

" Economic and social aspects of automation particularly with
" regard to future employment

Emile DASSEL (Belgique), Professeur &amp; "Université Libre de Bruxelles,
Directeur aux Grands Magasins.'" A 1'Innovation",

"Les conséquences économiques et sociales de l'automation
"dans les entreprises de distribution ".

Lucien MEHL (France), Directeur des Stages de 1'Ecole Nationale d'Ad-
ministration.

" [tautomation des activités tertiaires; ses conséquences éco-
nomigues et sociales11

Walther SCHEVENELS (Belgique), Secrétaire Général de 1'Orgamnisation
Régionale Européenne des Syndicats Libres,

" Les syndicats européens devant l'automation "

The printed volume, size 16 x 24, will comprise over 100 pages
and may be obtained in May on the following terms:

- members of the International Association for Cybernetics ) 75 -B. frs
participants in the International Meetings for Information) =

- all other persons and organizations : 150, -B. Frs.

This volume puts at your disposal a great variety of information
on the incidence in the economic and social fields of the introduction and
development of automation,

May we draw your attention to the fact that all the subjects trea-
ted are of immediate interest today. =

This publication may be obtained by sending back the enclosed
order form, and payment may be made by any one of the modalities set
out at the back of this one.

We remain,

Yours faithfully,

I'he Managing Administrator, The President,

J

 LEMAIRE. G. R. sSyraNGER. |



INTERNAT [ ONAL, ASSOCIATION FOR
CYB EviOs,

15, vue Lasse Loareelle

Namur {(Belgiuin).
IA —r—— pp.so —  ET TE A EEE REE NS ii.FRAN Emprt ait Seng SeEY

ORDER FORM
 TT

. - Review ''Cybernetica"

Name :...........
Addvacae «

The tadc-s'gned agress to take out... .. cuonseriptions(2)forthe year 1958, at t:e voi-
ce Cor 300 =eluian reves,

2. = I'he Economic and Social ‘mplications of Automation

Name :.............
Address :..........
vr . .. LD . . Lo

“he undersigned agrees to subscrive to... ... copy(ies) (2) of the puolication in nook
»f the lectures given during the International Information Days on the economic and so-
cial imrlications of Automation Price * 1530. Belgian francs.

3, - Documentation on the Icternational Associgtion forCybernetics,

The nndersigned +wizles to receive - floes nct wish to receive - documentatioa on than
International Assccziation for Cybernetics with a view to becoming a member.

The amount due will be paid without delay according to one of the modalities set out cvericafy 2

(signature)
5 0% er. 8 ¢

(date)

(1) If you wish to receive the review only, or the volume on the social and economic implica-
tions only, please cross out the paragraph that does not apply.

(2) Please state the number of subscriptions or copies vou desire



Modalities of payment:

1) By banker's order to account N° 77851 at the Banque de la Société Générale
de Belgique, Namur, made out to the International Association for Cyberne-
tics, 13. rue Basse Marcelle. Namur {Belgium}. |

2) By banker's draft made out to the International Association for Cybernetics,
13, rue Basse Marcelle. Namur (Belgium).

3) By international money order, made out to the International Association for
Cybernetics, 13, rue Basse Marcelle, Namur (Belgium).

1) By transferring or paying in to the Postal Cheque Account N° 453, 56 of the
International Association for Cybernetics, 13, rue Basse Marcelle, Namiir
Belgium).



PROGRAMME.

Subjects dealt with at the Congress will be divided into the following six groups :

I. Information (information theory, computing machinery, etc.).
&gt; Automatic machinery (the application of cybernetics to machines).

Automation (the use of automatic machinery in industry and office work).
The economic and social effects of automation.
Cybernetics and the social sciences.
Cybernetics and biology.

-

The languages used at the Congress will be French and English.
lhe programme will include plenary sessions and meetings of the various sections.

A concluding conference will synthesize the general results of the Congress.
The plenary sessions will be held in the mornings. General lectures will be given on

rhe subjects mentioned above.
The section meetings will be held in the afternoons. Papers will be read and discussed.

There will be as many sections as are necessary to cover the maximum amount of ground.
The concluding conference of the Congress will be attended.by the chairman and

secretaries of each section.
The proceedings of the Congress will be published.

GENERAL ORGANIZATION.

FEES.

All those wishing to take part in the Congress are invited to return the attached
form, duly filled up, to the Secretariat of the International Association for Cybernetics,
13, rue Basse-Marcelle,, Namur, Belgium.

The fees for attending the Congress have been fixed as follows :

Members of the International Association for Cybernetics ..... ............ 200 frs.
Non-members .......... .. ceeesses 400 frs.

No fees will be charged to the authors of papers.

NOTICE TO AUTHORS OF PAPERS.

Authors of papers are requested to send the title and a summary of the paper to the
Secretariat as soon as possible, and in no case later than June 1st, 1958. This summary
should not exceed one type-written page.

DUTSIDE ACTIVITIES.

The second General Assembly of the International Association for Cybernetics will
be held during the Congress.

A visit to the 1958 Brussels World's Fair will by arranged for the members of the
Congress and their families.

in addition, a series of excursions will be organized for the persons accompanying the
congressists but not attending the meetings.

Registration forms for membership of the International Association for Cybernetics
may be obtained on request from the Secretariat, 13, rue Basse-Marcelle, Namur, Belgium.



INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR CYBERNETICS

SECOND INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON CYBERNETICS

APPLICATION FORM

Please complete this form in block letters and return it, as soon as possible, to :

Secretariat

ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALE DE CYBERNETIQUE
13, rue Basse-Marcelle

NAMUR, Belgium

SURNAME First name

Rank and Profession

—

Nationality : Language chosen (French or English)

Institution or Organization, if any, of which the participant is a delegate

Full postal address :

The participant will be accompanied by the following persons

Surname First name Relationship

3



| am interested in the following subjects (1) : +:

Information / Automatic machinery / Automation / Economic and social effects
of automation / Cybernetics and social sciences / Cybernetics and biology.

| shall present a paper on the following subject (1 :

Information / Automatic machinery / Automation / Economic and social effects
of automation / Cybernetics and social sciences / Cybernetics and biology.

Title of the Paper : -
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Fees.

Members of the International Association for Cybernetics...............
Non-Members ............ Ca

200,— Belgian francs.
400,— Belgian francs.

No fees will be charged to the authors of papers.

| am paying the fee (1) : .

by banker's order made out to the Association Internationale de Cybernétique, Account N° 77.851
of the Banque de la Société Générale de Belgique, Namur (Belgique) ;

by cheque made out to the Association Internationale de Cvbernétiaue, 13, rue Basse-Marcelle,
‘Namur (Belgique) ;. |

through the Post-Office, by money-order made out to the Association Internationale de Cyber-
nétique, 13, rue Basse-Marcelle, Namur (Belgique) ;

through the Office des Chéques Postaux, Account N° 453.56 of the Association Internationale de
Cvbernétique. -13, rue. Basse-Marcelle,, Namur" (Belgique): =

| desire / do not desire / to receive literature relating to the International Association for

Cybernetics, with a view to my eventual registration as member (1).

v Ik O58

(Sianature)

{1) Strike out when not applicable.
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second International Gongress onGyhernetics
Under the Honorary Presidency

of the Governor of the Province of Namur

~The International Association for Cybernetics is organizing the Second International
Congress on Cybernetics in Namur, Belgium, from ‘September 3rd to September 10th,
'958. This Congress falls within the range" of activities proper to ‘the "Association, as
defined in Article 3 of its statutes :

« The aim of the International Association for Cybernetics is to ensure a permanent and
vy organized liaison between scientists whose work, in various countries, is connected with
» any aspect of cybernetics. oo

» The Association strives to advance the science of cybernetics and its technical appli-
» cations, and to publicize the results obtained in this field. It will take all necessary
sy steps to achieve its objectives. »

THE PURPOSE OF THE CONGRESS.

The Second International Congress on Cybernetics will again bring together people
~ith a common interest in cybernetics, thus continuing the work of the.-1956 ‘Congress
which was attended by 800 delegates from 22 countries. As in 1956, the organizers are
unwilling to set too precise a limit to the range of subjects under discussion. On the con-
rary, they hope for the widest possible exchange of views and information.

DRGANIZING COMMITTEE.

The Organizing Committee of the Congress is made up as follows :

President : Prof. Georges R. BOULANGER Belgium), of the Polytechnic Faculty of Mons
and of Brussels University. .

Members : René CLOSE (Belgium), Barrister at Namur; N
Louis: COUFFIGNAL (France); Inspector-General of Education. Director of the

Automatic Computation Laboratory, Institut Blaise Pascal, Paris ;
John DIEBOLD (U.S. A.), Manegement Consultant, PresidentofJohnDiebold

and Associates, Inc. New York ; 8 Co

W. Grey WALTER (United Kingdom), Director of the Physiological Depart-
ment of the Burden Neurological Institute. Bristol.

Permanent Delegate : Josse LEMAIRE (Belgium), Director of the Economic, Social, and
Cultural Office of the Province of Namur.



INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR
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Namur (Belgium),
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Review "'Cybernetica'l

Address. ......
The undersigned agrees to take out. .... subscription(s){?) for the year 1958, at
the price of 300, Belgian francs.

2 =

!

The Economic and Social implications of Automation,
Name :,............

Address: ............ ‘44

The undersigned agrees to subscribe to.... copy(ies)?) of the publication in book
of the lectures given during the International Information Days on the economic
and social implications of Automation. Price: 150, Belgian francs,

vy uu + §

Documentation on the International Association for Cybernetics.

The undersigned wishes to receive ~ does not wish to receive - documentation on
the International Association for Cybernetics with a view to becoming a member.

The amount due will be paid without delay according to one of the modalities set out
rwverleaf

(signature)

}) &amp;

( date)

(1) If you wish to receive the review only, or the volume on the social and economic
implications only, please cross out the paragraph that does not apply,

(2) Please state the number of subscriptions or copies vou desire.



Modalities of payment :

1) By banker's order to account N° 77851 at the Banque de la Société
Générale de Belgique, Namur, made out to the International Asso-
ciation for Cybernetics, 13, rue Basse Marcelle, Namur (Belgium),

2) By banker's draft made out ‘to. the International Associationfor=
Cybernetics, 13, rue Basse Marcelle, Namur (Belgium), +

3) By international money order, made out to the International Associa-
tion for C ybernetics, 13, rue Basse Marc elle, Namur (Belgium), el

4) By transferring or paying in to the Postal Cheque Account Ne 453; 56
of the International Association for Cybernetics, 13, rue Basse Mar-

celle, Namur (Belgium), - * y



ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALE
DE CYBERNETIQUE

A. S B L

NAMUR, le 29 avril 1958.

Secrétgriat :

3, Rue Basse-Marcelle

NAMUR (Belgique)

Tél. 279.83

Dear Sirs

We have the honour to inform you that on December 13th and 14th
1957, the International Association for Cybernetics organized two Internatio-
nal Meetings for Information on the economic and social implications of Auto-
mation

It has been decided that the text of the lectures given on this cc-
casion should be published in full, in view of their great interest. The program
me was as follows:

Exposé introductif par M. Georges R. BOULANGER, Président de 1'Associa-
tion Internationale de Cybernétique,

M. Hyacinthe DUBREUIL (France),

" Les promesses de l'automation sont-elles valables ? "

Miss Joan WOODWARD (England), Head of Management Research Unit at
the South Last Essex Tecnnical College,

" The effe~*s of technical innovation on management organisation’

MM, Maurice LACHIN (France), Président de la Commission pour le plein
empioi dans le cadre de ifautomatisme du Comité National de 1'Organt-
sation Francaise,

" Vue diensemble sur les problémes de reconversion de la main-
" diocuvre e* sur le plein emploi dans le cadre de l'automatisme
" en Europe "

Robert VAN EGTEN (Belgique), Ingénieur, Chef du laboratoire centra!
d'électronique de la S. A. Fabelta,

H Solutions humaines aux problémes humains de 1'automation -
" - Hypotheses

Robert CAUSSIN (Belg que}, Administrateur-Directeur du Comité Na-
tional Belge de 1'Organisation Scientifique,

" Du travail individuel au travail automatique : le transfert des
" fonctions de l'homme a la machine.

Max GOTTSCHALK (Belgique), Collaborateur scientifique a l'Institut
de Sociologie Solvay,

" Automation et réactions syndicales
il



Aurel DAVID (France), Chargé de recherches au Cenire national de la
Recherche Scientifique,

" Conséfguences sociales et humaines de certaines automatisa-
"tions

Fred POLAX (Hollande), Professeur de sociologie a la Netherland's School
of Economics de Rotterdam,

'' Economic and social aspects of automation particularly with
" regard to fuiure employment ".

Emilie DASSEL (Belgique), Professeur a 1'Université Libre de Bruxelles,
Directeur aux Grands Magasins "A 1'Innovation",

" Les conséquences économiques et sociales de l'automation
" dans les entreprises de distribution '.

Lucien MEHL {france}, Directeur des Stages de 1'Ecole Nationale d'Ad-
ministraiion,

"i automation des activités tertiaires; ses conséquences éco-
" womicues et sociales

Walther SCHEVENELS (Belgique), Secrétaire Général de 1'Organisation
Régionale Evropéenae des Syndicats Libres,

"Les syndicats européens devant l'automation

The printed volume, size 16 x 24, will comprise over 100 pa-
ges and may 2 obtained in May on the following terms.

- members of the international Association for Cybernetics ) 7s B. Fre
. pariicipanis in the International Meetings for Information ) ~° 7 =

- all other percoas and organizations: 150, -B. Frs.

This volume puts at your disposal a great variety of information
on the incidence in tne economic and social fields of the introduction and deve-

lopment cf automation

May we draw your attention to the fact that all the subjects irea-
ted are of immediate interest today.

This publication may be obtained by sending back the enclosed
order form, and payment may ve made by any one of the modalities set out
at the back of this one.

We remain,
Yours faithfully,

The Managing Administrator

[FIVTATRE

The President,

G. R. BOULANGER.



ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALE
DE CYBERNETIQUE

A_S B.!

NAMUR, te 59 avrii 1952.

Secrétariat
'3, Rue Basse-Marcelle

NAMUR (Belgique)

Tél, 279.83

Dear 51rs

I am pleased to inform you that as from May 1958, the International
Association for Cybernetics will publish a quarterly review called "Cyberne-
tica '' containing articles of a scientific nature on subjects relating to the va-
rious domains of cvbernetics.

Through this publication the Association will be able to carry out
the aims it has set itself and which are as follows:

1) To ensure a permanent and organized iiaizon between researchers whose
work in various countries is ralated to different sectors of cybernetics.

2) To promeic the developmentofthisscience and of its technical applications
as well as the propagation of results obtained in this field.

Each number will be 18 x 24 cms in gize and will consist of about

70 pages. There will be an average of four articles on varied subjects. When-
ever there is sufficient material there will b2 a special feature called "Recent
Publications ' dealing with articles and other works connected with cyberne-
tics, One page will be devoted to news of the activities of the International
Association for Cybernetics.

The columns of "Cvbernetica are open to all specialists in cyoerne3 : Y

tics and contributions from members of the Association, which at the moment
group nearly 1,000 pecple from 33 countries, will be particularly welcome.

I have the pleasure to inform you that the first number will include
the following articles:

Editorial par M. Georges R. BOULANGER, Président de 1'Association In-
ternationaie de Cybernétique

MM. Norbert WiENER, Professor of mathematics at the Massachusetts Ing
titute of Technology (Cambridge, U.S. A, ),

" Mw connection with cybernetics - Its origins and its future "

Louis COUFFIGNAL, Inspecteur Général de l'Instruction Publique de
France, Directeur du laboratcire de calcul mécanique de l'Institut
Blaise Pascal (Paris),

" [Le symposium dg Ziirich et les concepts de base de la cyberné-
1 . 1

tigue

—
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John DIEBOLD, President of the John Diebold and Associates, Inc. (New York),

" Education for data processing - The real challenge to management'’

Aurel DAVID, Chargé de recherches au Centre National de la Recherche Scien-
tifique (Paris),

" Réflexions pour un nouveau schéma de homme "

Pierre AUGER, Directeur du départem ent des sciences exactes et naturelles
de I'U.N.E. 5. C. 0. ,

"Si peau didne miétait conté

Articles will be published in French or in English, according ta the
wishes of the author.

The review of the Association can hardly fail to interest all those who
are in any way concerned with the development of cybernetics and its appli-
cations.

The terms of the subscription for 1958 are as follows:

members oi the Iuiernational Association for Cybernetics: 150, Belgian francs
per annum;

non-members: 300, Belgian francs per annum,

. Separate numbers of the review may be obtained on the following terms

membears of the International Association for Cybernetics: 50, Belgian francs
per number;

non-members: 102, Belgian francs per number

The review will be sent to you on receipt of the enclosed subscription
form. Payment should pe made by one of the modalities set out at the back of
this one.

{ teg to irform you that the membership fee of the Association has
peen fixed for 1258 zt 200, Belgian francs for individual members and at 1, 000
Belgian francs for organisms and commercial and industrial firms. All infor-
mations concerning the Association and a membership form may be sent when
required.

I remain,

Yours faithfully

The Managing Administrator

~EMAIRE.



ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALE
DE CYBERNETIQUE

A § B. 1

NAMUR, le 29 avril 1958.

Secrétqriat :

|3, Rue Basse-Marcelle
NAMUR (Belgique)

rél. 279.83

Dear Sir,

We are pleased to inform you that as from May 1958, the Inter-
national Association for Cybernetics will publish a quarterly review called
" Cybernetica " containing articles of a scientific nature on subjects relating
to the various domains of cybernetics.

Through this publication the Association will be able to carry
out the aims it has set itself and which are as follows:

1) To ensure a permanent and organized liaison between researchers whose
work in various countries is related to different sectors of cybernetics.

2) To promote the development of this science and of its technical applications,
as well as the propagation of results obtained in this field.

Each number will be 16 x 24 cms in size and will consist of about
70 pages. There will be an average of four articles on varied subjects. When-
ever there is sufficient material there will be a special feature called "Recent
Publications’ dealing with articles and other works connected with cybernetics
One page will be devoted to news of the activities of the International Associa-
tion for Cybernetics.

The columns of "Cybernetica' are open to all specialists in cyber-
netics and contributions from members of the Association, which at the moment
group nearly 1, 000 people from 33 countries, will be particularly welcome.

We have the pleasure to inform you that the first number will inclu-
de the following articles:

- Editorial par M. Georges R. BOULANGER, Président de 1'Association Inter-
nationale de Cybernétique.

MM. Norbert WIENER, Professor of mathematics at the Massachusetts Ins-
titute of Technology (Cambridge, U. S, A. ),

" My connection with cybernetics - Its origins and its future "

Louis COUFFIGNAL, Inspecteur Général de l'Instruction Publique de
France, Directeur du laboratoire de calcul mécanique de 1'Institut Blai-
se Pascal (Paris),

" Le symposium de Ziirich et les concepts de base de la cyberné-
" tique '\.



John DIEBOLD, President of the John Diebold and Associates, Inc. (New York),

" Education for data processing- The real challenge to management"

Aurel DAVID, Chargé de recherches au Centre National de la Recherche Scien-
tifique (Paris),

'"' Réflexions pour un nouveau schéma de 1'homme |

Pierre AUGER, Directeur du département des sciences exactes et naturelles
de I'U.N. E.S. C.O., |

"" Si peau d'4ne m'était conté

Articles will be published in French or in English, according to
the wishes of the author.

The review of the Association can hardly fail to interest all those
who are in any way concerned with the development of cybernetics and its ap-
plications.

The terms of the subscription for 1958 are as follows:

members of the International Association for Cybernetics: 150,Belgian francs
per annum; :

non-members: 300,Belgian francs per annum.

Separate numbers of the review may be obtained on the following
terms :

members of the International Association for Cybernetics: 50, Belgian francs
per number;

non-members: 100, Belgian francs per number,

The review will be sent to you on receipt of the enclosed subscrip-
tion form. Payment should be made by one of the modalities set out at the
back of this one.

We should be most grateful if members of the Association who
have already published works on subjects connected with cybernetics, or who
would like to contribute an article to our review, would return to us, as soon
as possible, the second form enclosed with this letter.

We remain,

Yours faithfuliy

The Managing Administrator

LEMAIRE.

The President,

G. R. BOULANGER.



ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALE
DE CYBERNETIQUE

A 5 B.

NAMUR, le 29 avril 1958.

Secrétgriat

3, Rue Basse-Marcelle
NAMUR (Belgique)

Tél. 279.83

Dear Sir,

We have the honour to inform you that on December 13th and 14th,
1957, the International Association for Cybernetics organized two Enterna-
tional Meetings for Information on the economic and social implications of
Automation.

It has been decided that the text of the lectures given on this oc-
casion should be published in full, in view of their great interest. The pro-
gramme was as follows:

Exposé introductif par M. Georges R. BOULANGER, Président de 1'As-
sociation Internationale de Cybernétique.

M. Hyacinthe DUBREUIL (France),
'"" Les promesses de 1'automation sont-elles valables ?".

Miss Joan WOODWARD (England), Head of Management Research Unit at
the South East Essex Technical College,

" The effects of technical innovation on management organisation".

MM. Maurice LACHIN (France), Président de la Commission pour le plein
emploi dans le cadre de l'automatisme du Comité National de 1'Orga-
nisation Francaise,

" Vue d'ensemble sur les problémes de reconversion de la main-
" d'oeuvre et sur le plein emploi dans le cadre de 1'automatisme
'"" en Europe "

Robert VAN EGTEN (Belgique), Ingénieur, Chef du laboratoire cen-
iral d'électronique de la S. A. Fabelta,

"Solutions humaines aux problémes humains de 1'automation -
" Hypotheses ".

Robert CAUSSIN (Belgique), Administrateur-Directeur du Comité Na-
tional Belge de 1'Organisation Scientifique,

" Du travail individuel au travail automatique: le transfert des fonc-
" tions de 'homme a la machine "

Max GOTTSCHALK (Belgique), Collaborateur scientifique a l'Institut
de Sociologie Solvay,

" Automation et réactions syndicales



Aurel DAVID (France), Chargé de recherches au Centre national de la
Recherche Scientifique,

" Conséquences sociales et humaines de certaines automatisa-
mn 'Htions

Fred POLAK (Hollande), Professeur de sociologie &amp; la Netherland's
School of Economics de Rotterdam,

" Economic and social aspects of automation particularly with
" regard to future employment

Emile DASSEL (Belgique), Professeur a "Université Libre de Bruxelles,
Directeur aux Grands Magasins '' A "Innovation",

'" Les conséquences économiques et sociales de l'automation
'"" dans les entreprises de distribution

Lucien MEHL (France), Directeur des Stages de 1'Ecole Nationale d'Ad-
ministration,

" L'automation des activités tertiaires; ses conséquences éco-
" nomiques et sociales ".

Walther SCHEVENELS (Belgique), Secrétaire Général de 1'Organisation
Régionale Européenne des Syndicats Libres,

" 1.es svndicats européens devant 1'automation "

The printed volume, size 16 x 24, will comprise over 100 pa-
ges and may be obtained in May on the following terms:

- members of the International Association for Cybernetics ) 75 -B. Frs
- participants in the International Meetings for Information ) oor

~ all other persons and organizations: 150, -B. Frs.

This volume puts at your disposal a great variety of information
on the incidence in the economic and social fields of the introduction and develop-
ment of automation.

Maywe drawyour attention to the fact that all the subjects treated
are of immediate interest todayv.

This publication may be obtained by sending back the enclosed
order form, and payment may be made by any one of the modalities set out at the
back of this one.

od
ey -

We remain.

Yours faithfully,

The Mapaging Adminigirato:,

JMATRE.

The President,

 PP BOL ANC ER.



 INTERNATIONAL AS5SOCIATION FOR

CYBERNETICS.
13, rue Basse Viarcelle

Namur (Belgium).

Review "| CYBERNETICA "

PublicationsbyMembers.

[, the undersigned

Address,

declare that I have published to date the following works concerning cybernetics:

Titles | Editor Year of Publi- Nr of pages
cation

 rs © OO ® 4

2

[ should like the following article(s) to be published, free of charge, in the review
" Cybernetica " :

Titles

3 a 8 W s@N ew ra

Number of typewritten paces
(singles spacing)

The text of these articles:

(1) is enclosed with this form:
(1) will reach you no later than..........

[ hereby declare that I fully authorize the International Association for Cybernetics
to publish these articles in the review ''Cybernetica' entirely free of copyright.

 NS 1 &lt;

(signature)



Modalities of payment

1) By banker's order to account N° 77851 at the Banque de la Société Générale
de Belgique, Namur, made out to the International Association for Cyberne-
tics, 13, rue Basse Marcelle, Namur (Belgium).

2) By banker's draft made out to the International Association for Cybernetics,
13, rue Basse Marcelle, Namur (Belgium).

3) By international money order, made out to the International Association for
Cybernetics, 13, rue Basse Marcelle, Namur (Belgium).

4) By transferring or paying in to the Postal Cheque Account N° 453. 56 of the
International Association for Cybernetics, 13, rue Basse Marcelle, Namir
(Belgium).



INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR

CYBERNETICS.
13, rue Basse Marcelle

Namur (Belgium).
RRra——

ORDER FORM,

.. = Review "'Cybernetica'.

Name: ...............
Address:........ C .

I'he undersigned agrees to take out. .... subscription (5) Zor the year 1958, at
‘he price of 150, -Belgian francs.

J The Economic and Social Implications of Automation.

Name: ......ooounrenn..
Address:..........
The undersigned agrees to subscribe to......... copy(ies) (2) of the publication
in book of the lectures given during the International Information Days on the eco-
romic and social implications of Automation. Price: 75, -Belgian francs.

The amount due will be paid without delay according to one of the modalities set out
yverleaf,

(signature)

(date)

(1) If you wish to receive the review only, or the volume on the social and economic
implications only, please cross out the paragraph that does not apply,

2) Please state the number of subscriptions or copies vou desire.



viodalities of p ayment:

1) By banker's order to account N° 77851 at the Banque de la Société Générale
de Belgique, Namur, made out to the International Association for Cyherne-
tics, 13, rue Basse Marcelle, Namur (Belgium).

2) By banker's draft made out to the International Association for Cybernetics,
13, rue Basse Marcelle, Namur (Belgium).

3) By international money order, made out to the International Association for
Cybernetics, 13, rue Basse Marcelle, Namur (Belgium).

4) By transferring or paying in to the Postal Cheque Account N° 453, 56 of the
[nternational Association for Cybernetics, 13, rue Basse Marcelle. Namur
Belgium).



ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALE
DE CYBERNETIQUE

A. S. B. L

NAMUR, le 29 avril 1958,

Secrétariat
'3, Rue Basse-Marcelle

NAMUR (Belgique)

rel. 279.83

Dear Sir,

We beg to recall you our letter of February 20th
last relative to your membership fee for 1958,

We have decided to maintain the same conditions
as during the previous year, that's to say 200, Belgian francs,

We should be so glad if you could settle this fee,
as soon as possible, in order to benefit of the different advan-
tages reserved to our members,

Yours faithfully,

Fhe Managing Administrator,

EMAIRE,



4. H. WISE &amp; CO..INc.
PUBLISHERS 20

50 West 47th Street
New York 36, N. Y.

April 30, 1958

Norbert Wiener, Ph.D
Professor of Mathematics,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

Right now we are in the process of preparing advertising and sales
promotion material for the POPULAR MATHEMATICS series to which you are
a contributaer.

I wonder if you could furnish us with a sharp picture of yourself,
which we would like to consider for use in our brochure. If you have
more than one, our preference is for a relaxed informal pose. A
smiling expression would be ideal. Since the picture would be reduced
to a rather small size, the actual size of the print is not too im-
portant. Even a wallet size shot would serve provided it is sharp.

The circular we are now working on for POPULAR MATHEMATICS is on

a very tight schedule; and for this reason, we would be grateful if you
could send any available picture just as quickly as possible.

Cordiallyyours, —

7

Alan Rosenberg
Sales Manager
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UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

BALTIMORE |, MARYLAND

DFFICE OF THE DEAN

April 30, 1958

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Professor of Mathematics

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass.

Dear Professor Wiener:

Enclosed herewith is a check for $170.00 as an

nonorarium for your participation in the seminar on

‘Man and His Environment', The faculty and students
wish to express their appreciation for your excellent

presentation.

Sincerely,

J ye Yes
Nilliam S. Stone, M. D.

Dean

WSS:vs

Enc.
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INDUSTRIAL LIAISON OFFICE

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS.

April 30, 1958

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Room 2-276

Dear Dr. Wiener:

As I promised you recently when we met in the Faculty Club,
I am sending you herewith my copy of Masterpieces of Korean Art,
the booklet describing the exhibit soon to open at the Boston
Viuseum of Fine Arts.

I hope that you will read carefully the historical intro-
juction, which is well written by one of the best scholars on
Korean culture in this country, Mr. Gregory Henderson.

[ should like to have the book back after you have finished
vith it. In case you would like to have a copy of your own,
they are being sold at the Boston Museum at a price of $4.00.

Sincerely,

~q

William R.
Industrial

2&amp;3

Neems, Director
Liaison Office
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RETIREMENT PLAN FOR STAFF MEMBERS
of the MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY « CAMBRIDGE 39, MASSACHUSETTS

. gb Co
po

THE MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY PENSION

ASSOCIATION and the SUPPLEMENTARY RETIREMENT PLAN FOR STAFF

MEMBERS OF THE MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

April 30, 1958

T'o the Members of the
Retirement Plan for Staff Members:

An important benefit of the Retirement Plan for Staff Members
ls the provision for death benefits before retirement benefit pay-
nents begin, This feature of the Plan 1s described in section 6
on page 6 of the booklet on the Plan dated August 1, 1957.

In section 9 on page 9 of the August, 1957, booklet you will
find the information on beneflclaries, and in section 11 on the
same page mention 1s made of special forms for designating bene-
ficlarlies. The enclosed white card will provide the required 1in-
formation to the trustees. For your convenience, sample wording
for the designation of the beneficiaries and of the method of
payment of the death beneflt appears on the reverse side of the
vhite card.

The lump sum death benefits that would accrue under certaln
zlrcumstances are shown 1n section 15 on page 11 of the booklet.
An annuity payable during the lifetime of the beneficiary with
payment certaln for a predetermined number of years provides that
benefits will be continued untill the time of the beneficlary's
death if that 1s later. Under the option of installments for a
definite period of years not exceedlng twenty years, the payments
wlll cease after the designated perlod but may be continued with-
In the designated period to a second beneficlary or to the estate
Of the original beneficiary.

[t 1s important that the records of the trustees of the Plan
include your wishes with respect to your beneflclaries to whom
oenefits would become payable and the plan by whlch they should
oe pald under this death benefit provision. The selectlon you
nake now of your beneficlary and the method of payment wlll not
affect your program later on when you do retire

The new form, enclosed, will supercede any previous 1l1nforma-
tion you have provided; please complete thls form and return it
in the enclosed envelope before June 1, If you wish in the future
to change your beneficlary designations or the method of payment,
you may obtain a form for this change at the Personnel Office,
Room 24-104, or at the Accounting Office, Room 24-211.

If you need further information, please call Mr. W. A.
Hokanson, Bursar, Room 4-106, Extension 3343.

Sincerely,
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“SCIENTIA,,
Via Roncaglia, 4 = ASSO (Como)

tsso, 31 Octobre 1657
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(Dott. Pao.o Bonetti)
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“SCIF "TIA,
Rivista internazionalée dt sintest scientifica

Revue internationale de synthése scientifique
International Review of scientific synthests

Internat, Zeitschrift fir wissenschaftliche Synthese
Revista internacional de sintests cientifica

Via Roncaglia, 4 - ASSO

{Como)

NICOLA ZANICHELLI], Bologna

HERMANN &amp; C.te, Paris

ATLAS PUBL. &amp; DISTR. Co., Ltd., London

STECHERT-HAFNER Inc., New York

H. BOUVIER 4, Co., Bonn a/Rh.

FRIEDR. KILIAN’S NACHFOLGER, Budapest

F. ROUGE &amp; C.ie, Lausanne

J. VILLEGAS, Madrid
FERNANDO MACHADO &amp; C.ia, Porto

THE MARUZEN Co., Tokyo

En cas d’insuffisance d’adresse priere de renvoyer a
"SCIENTIA, Via Roncaglia, &amp;# - Asso

(Como ltalie)
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Form 2865 (8-53) Ch

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Administration des rostes des Etats-Unis d’ Amérique

Postmark of the office returning the receipt
Timbre du bureau renvoyant 2’ avis

POSTAL SERVICE ©
Service des postes

r

RETURN RECEIPT
Avis de réception A

-~
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(2) 2%

“orieofTHeinero)(Street and num

t @)_.o.
(Locality) (Localite) (Country; Pays)

11f this receipt is to be returned by air mail, put on it the conspicuous notation **Renvoi par avion’’ (Return
by air mail) and the “Par avion”’ (via airmail) label. .
n Si le présent avis doit élre renvoyé par avion, le revélir de la mention trés apparente **kenvor par avion” et de Déliquette
Par avion’’.

2To be filled out by the sender, who will indicate his address for the return ot this receipt.
A remplir par Uexpéditeur, qui indiguera son adresse pour le renvoi dn présent avis.



(To be filled out by the office of origin)
{A remplir ~ar le bureau d’origine)

| Registered article (?
Envei recommandé

| Parcel insured for $____.
Colis avec valeur déclarée de

Mailed at the po-* ~Fice of 24. I s BeemDéposé au burea’ d Boston 74; Mass: Artimgton Branch
0-195 LL PTET
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The undersigned deciares that the
Le soussigné déclare que I’encoi mentionnd
article mentioned opposite was duly
ci-contre a été diment

delivered on ..

livré le
Signatures

Signature
of the addressee:

du destinataire:

of the agent of the officeof desti-
nation:
de agent du bureau destinataire:

"Postmarkoftheofficeof destination
Timbre du bureau destinataire

3
£ ©

- 88”
0%
wo 3
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of

destinatior
-estinatior

1Cross out what
Biffer ce qui ne ¢

Indicate in t’¢ Lae ~4 card, print, etc.), if called for.
Indiguer dans la pu . mature 2 Pmned « 2 né, etc.), 8'il y a lieu.

3 This receipt must be signed by ‘ae ¢- = .horized to do so by virtue of the regulations of
the country of destination, or, if those requl..c.c .ue, by the agent of the office of destination, and re-
turned by the first mail directly to the sender. . .

Cet avis doit étre signé par le destinataire ou par une personne y apdorisée &gt; vertu des réglements du Pays de destination, ou,
8i ces réglements le comportent, par agent du bureau destinataire, et rendpyé par fe premier courrier ifreciement 4 Uezpéditeur,
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